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1n1ng service update

0 P reacts to ARA ::~.W ASUC?P vote expected
The Candidates

Staff Writer

With ARA beginning food serv~ltlllicecloei:ati,ons at UOP this semester,
···••iden.ts have started to notice changes
the food they are eating on camStudents were questioned in
Covell's dining hall, the
IRalllSkeller, and aroWtd campus about
opinions of the new campus
dining.
A frequently commented upon
111cnan~:e noticed by Ratt diners is the
crusts. As an alternative to the
Boboli crusts introduced last
naJIC:>Lcl, and in an attempt to inprofit margins, the campus ¢'
now provides the crusts served
Ratt. When asked if the change
significant, senior Mark Deare now scarce in the dining halls.
'"l••r.•m~n stated, "Well, it's gotten so I
Marci Brinton, who finds the vegebuy it anymore."
tables in the salad bar old and unapMany students in the dining halls
petizing, said, "Everything was disconcerned about the discontinugusting so I ended up having cereal
of items. A change of juice
for dmner instead of vegetables."
nuul ~llenclors to Minute Maid has resulted
Many students admitted to resorting
the absence of apple juice. PasBrif
.
to cereal after an unsatisfying meal.
- -- --JLJI.JIU" ru1tand iced tea have also been
One of ARA's initial goals was
Ron Klink, ARA'sresito
add
garnish to the food in the
district manager, says the bevdining halls. This has not gone unnoJIItllna,1'.!: will be reinstated.
ticed, but as Grace Covell's ResiFresh fruits and fresh hot vegeemphatically assured by ARA, . dent Director Craig Berkley noted,
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Although the UOP Tigers may
be the most victorious team in
- ..~·~·"'"athletics, it may be one of
~smartest Seventy percent of UOP
graduate within five
years of enrollment; as compared to
a national average of 50 percent.
UOP leads the Big West conference
student-athletes graduating "on

L--------"'T.::
t. x , call or visit

ur taxes less

1ess

t )day.

time;his comes at a time when many

r.f!1 .~llllltletc~s attend school almost solely

,

Kim Austin

Michelle J. Miller

Chinh Vu

Senate Seats
Senior Class (three seats)

Wendy Hoeffer
Tina Royce
Robb Gordon
Steve Robison
John H. Carmichael
Joel Perez
John R. Seabreeze
Hayden Watson
Joseph Andranian

Junior Class (three seats)
Sophomore Class (three seats)

Off-campus (one seat)

The Events
Presidential Debate
Candidate Forum
Election

Tues. Feb. 7, 8 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Conference Room
Thurs. Feb. 9, noon
McCaffrey Center Patio
Feb. 14-15

Voting booths will be open
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 14
and 15, in the McCaffrey Center, the
dining halls, and the School of Pharmacy from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For those

whose schedules conflict with voting booth hours, absentee ballots are
available Monday, Feb. 13 through
Wednesday, Feb. 15 in the ASUOP
office.

cholarships will
ICS honor slain kids
Kim Austin
Staff Writer

ny line waiting for
I love

assistants have been instructed to
urge their advisees and residents to
cast ballots.
According to Murphy, the average ASUOP election turnout is not
much worse that the national average. However, she emphasizes that
the selection of ASUOP officers is a
serious decision.

President

OP athletes excell·n ac~adem·

1\ciJcff &Shcrriget

vcr~ i " PopTarts,"
• c topped, I don't

"They are selling our eyes before
our stomachs, but the proof is in the
pudding -- more people are eating
cereal and going through the deli
line."
•
Students who were unaware of
ARA's installation at UOP still noticed the change. Kristy Meyers
confessed, "I didn't realize that ARA
was here, and I remember thinking
that the food had really gone downhill."

Although the officers elected in
next week's AS UOP General Election will control a budget of over
$180,000, turnout at the polls is
expected to be low.
"Last year we had only 900 vote
in the presidential election, although
more may have voted for senators,"
stated ASUOP General Manager
Gillian Murphy. ASUOP Election
Coordinator Acsa Hitchens reasoned
that a general apathy among UOP
students is the major reason for this
low turnout.
It is estimated that less than
1,000 students have voted in each of
the last two ASUOP elections.
Strategies to increase the number of students voting include the
distribution of bookmark-type flyers,
banners in the McCaffrey Center
and dining halls,andencouragement
by candidates to get out and vote.
Also, student advisors and resident

N'/4_, a ~

the purpose of playing their chosen
!pOrt. Gary Anderson, a rWtning back

for the San Diego Chargers, gradufrom the University of Arkan·

~;;:::::~~~~~ sas without being able to read his
~

pacificatl.

diploma
President Bill Atchley has supllOrted the cause of academic excel~nce among athletes by favoring
NCAA Proposition 42. To be eli~ble for an athletic scholarship, Prop.
42 would require high school recruits to have a minimum 2.0 grade
PQint average in key courses and
SCore at least 700 total on the SAT or
15 on the ACT entrance ex~>rns.
Kathy Klein, coordinator of
~ernie and athletic affairs at UOP,
said that there are several reasons
Why the University has been successful in making sure that its athletes do well off the field as well as

on.
Klein said that she and the
administrators who work with her
try to ensure "that all of our athletes
are focusing toward a degree and
What they would like to do after
SChool and when athletics are over
for them. We try to keep them very
Well informed about their class requirements so that they know what
they have and know what they need
lin order to graduate]."
Klein stated that all of the UniVersity's coaches are told to stress
the belief that school is every bit as
Unportant as the sport that they coach.
A clear example of this is the
'tiger football team goals plaque
Which is displayed over the door of
the football office and reads, "1.

In response to the recent Cleveland School tragedy, President Bill
Atchley has set up a scholarship
fund in inemory of the five children
killed. The money, set aside for the
program by Atchley and later endorsed by the Board of Regents, is
meant to be "an expression of our
[the University's] love" for the victims and the community of Stockton. He considers it a "contribution
to the society we live in for the
students who will not be able to
contribute."
The scholarship is still in the
formation stages but the funds have
been designated for the program.
Each of the scholarships will be
awarded in the name of one of the
five children killed. Selection processes and detailed logistics of the
program have yet to be completed.
Atchley will meet with the directors
of admissions and financial aid to
complete the guidelines and design
specific criteria for the awarding of
the scholarships. The first scholarships will be awarded to members of
UOP football players Brent Atkins, Andy Lutz, and Everett Russell bit the books as diligently as they bit the field. the fall 1989 freshman class.
Fifty thousand dollars has been
"Youdon'thave the time to just
my education," saidjWtior Chris Fox,
Have Every Football Player Graduallocated to provide five scholarhang
out
like
a
lot
of
the
other
stu"school might seem to come second
ate."
dents do," said Sandoz. "It's pos- ships of $10,000 each for incoming
during the season, but it is really the
Another important factor is that
sible to do well in both areas. You freshman students of Southeast Asian
most important thing." Almost all of
the University lets prospective athjust
have to get on top of things and descent who meetthe yet to be deterthe athletes agreed that their coaches
lews know that school should be
mined criteria. Atchley would like
stay
organized."
do a good job trying to see that the
their number one priority if they
to see at least one of the scholarships
"Athletics
really
forces
you
to
players understand the importance
decide to enroll at Pacific. Klein
budget your time," said Laurie go to a graduate of Cleveland Eleof academics.
added that UOP' s strong academic
Liebmann, a sophomore on the mentary School.
At times, it can be hard for stureputation also helps to attract qualiAtchley plans for a continuing
women's field hockey team who
dents involved in athletics to keep
fied students who believe in the
maintains a 3.5 GPA in pre-law. scholarship that would be a longup in both their sport and their eduimportance of academics.
"You have to do whatever it takes if lasting memorial to the students
cation. Throughout the year, a large
A high number of student-athachieving on and off the field is im- because, "The worst thing would be
portion of their time is spent going to
letes on campus do make their eduto come to a peak at the time of the
team meetings, scrimmages, prac- . portant to you. But having to budget tragedy and then [have the program]
cation a very high priority, as eviyour time can also help you to get
tices and matches and games (which
denced by the fact that 25 men and
die away." He also believes that "we
things done."
are often on the road).
20 women were named as Scholar
Playing a sport can also help shouldn'tjust tie ourselves down to
Many athletes cited stress and
Athletes for the 1987-88 academic
motivate an athlete to do well in the that group [Southeast Asian smdents]
lack of time as their major problems
years. All of the student-athletes
classroom. Without maintaining a because I do think there is a need for
in juggling a sport and school. "You
questioned said their education came
certain minimum GPA and a num- other young people who could also
have to cut down on your social
first -- even when their sport is in
ber of credits, an athlete may be- earn a scholarship."
life," said sophomore Mike Sandoz.
season. However, some felt that at
When the fust scholarships are
come ineligible to compete in his or
Sandoz, a business major on the men's
awarded. Atchley would like to intimes, both their sport and academ· her sport for the season.
tennis team, maintains a 3.1 GPA
ics were of equal importance to them.
volve the community in "helping u~
(see ATHLETES, page 3)
and
was a 1987-88 Scholar Athlete.
"Since basketball is paying for

honor the students" and being sure
that it is recognized that they are
remembered. He sees the program
itself as a "reaching out" to the
community because he feels "UOP
is a part of this community and the
community is a part of UOP."
Atchley hopes that "the young
people at Cleveland will realize that
the victims will not be able to make
a contribution to society." He hopes
that Cleveland School students will,
"work a little harder to make the
world and society a better place" in
memory of their classmates."
Atchley believes that some good
comes out of every catastrophe, no
matter how severe. He believes this
one has shown us the "common bond
of loving and caring that goes across
cultures and nations" and the loss
has been one of those events which
"brings us all together as
people...reaching across other races
and nationalities in a goal to bring us
together in this city, this nation, this
world."
He commends Mrs. Buscher,
Cleveland's principal and a graduate of UOP, for her strength during
this period of crisis and showing the
"perspective to young people and
others that people in education really care." He believes that she has
stood out by virtue of her strength
and action and has exemplified this
University with all that she has done
in bringing "a lot of comfort to the
people."
Atchley hopes that contributions
to the scholarship from the community and across the nation will help
(see KIDS DMe 12 l
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Amendment would shrink Senate

In the news

University College upset that balance. The proposal would restore
that balance with eight class senators and eight constituent school
senators.

Auto thefts increase ...Recently there has been a rash of vehicle
thefts from the UOP Campus. Since Jan. 18, four vehicles --three Toyota
Celicas and one Toyota Corolla -- have been reported stolen. These
vehicles were taken at various times, and were parked in various
locations about the campus. The Stockton Police Department has also
experienced a dramatic increase in the number of reported thefts of
Toyotas of all models. Nissan and Datsun automobiles and pickups are
also being stolen at an alarming rate.
If you own one of these models, it is recommended that you park it
in an area that is well travelled and well lit. This will reduce a thiefs
opportunity to tamper with the vehicle unnoticed. If you see what appears
to be a theft in progress DO NOT attempt to interfere. The suspect may
be potentially dangerous. Proceed to the nearest telephone and call the
Public Safety Department. You are encouraged to use the Emergency
"Blue Light" telephones for reporting such incidents.
The sooner you repon your suspicions, the better the chance that
Public Safety can apprehend the offender. Most property crimes are
committed by thieves who are allowed an easy opportunity. These crimes
can be prevented by exercising more caution, being more observant, and
taking the time to report suspicious activities.

Robert Baxter
Staff Writer

In the upcoming ASUOP General Elections on Feb. 14-15, UOP
students will decide not only who
will represent them in student government, but how many representatives they will have.
The ballot will contain an amendment to the ASUOP Constitution
that would reduce the size of the
Senate by eliminating 12 seats.
According to former Speaker of
the Senate Louise Ito, "The original
proposal arose because of the constant frustration caused by senators
who didn't fulfill their responsibilities and a simple lack of smooth
function ing."
The proposal reduces the number of class senators from three to
two and reduces the number of constituent school representatives from
two to one. The number of senators
representing the Interfraternity
Council, Panhellenic Council, RHA,
and off-campus residents would
remain the same. The changes would
reduce the size of the Senate from 32
to 20 members.
"It seems to be a big drop from
32 to 20 senators," expressed Ito,
"but when you look at the facts (only
22 of 32 positions currently filled),
it's not so hard to understand."

Diabetes Support Group...A support group for diabetics will begin
on Feb. 10 which will feature education, mutual sharing, and support.
The group is co-sponsored by the Cowell Health Center and the Counseling Center. The leaders will be Ellita Goedecke, M.S., MFCC, and Joan
Peters, R.N. The group will meet Fridays at 3 p.m. at the Health Center.
Call 946-2225 for information.

COPA Elections...College ofthe Pacific Student Association Elections will be held on Feb. 14-15, concurrent with the ASUOP General
Elections. Petitions for candidacy are due Feb. 3 at 5 p.m. in the COPA
office. Elections will be held for the positions of president, vicepresident, senators and assemblypcrsons.

Business Forum discusses growth..•The Student Association and
Dean's Office of the School of Business and Public Administration
present the Pacific Business Forum. The third of four planned speakers
for 1988-89 is San Joaquin County Administrator David Rowlands, Jr.,
speaking about "Growth- The Right Way To Do It." The forum will be
held on Thursday, Feb. 9 in the Regents' Dining Room. The event will
begin at 11:45 a.m. and last for an hour; refreshments will be served. The
fourth and final speaker is planned for April.
The program began in the Spring of 1988, with the first speaker for
1987-88, Mr. Stuan Bewley, Co-Founder of Califomia Cooler. The first
speaker for 1988-89 was Mr. Luis Arismendi, president of A.G. Spanos
Land Company, Inc. He spoke to a "standing room only crowd" on Sept.
29 about "The Future of Growth in the San Joaquin Valley." The second
speaker fot 1988-89 was Michelle Manos-LeBeouf, president of Michelle Manos Inc. Her topic was "Superwomen and Supermen in Business:
Myths and Realities," given on Nov. 3.
The purpose of the Pacific Business Forum is to bring in unique and
successful individuals to share their experiences. These individuals will
give a practitioner's view, which complements and enhances classroom
theory. Faculty, staff and members of the Stockton community are also
invited and encouraged to attend.

Women's Center volunteers needed•••The Women's Center of San
Joaquin County is seeking persons interested in volunteering with the
Sexual Assault Center. Volunteer training will begin Feb. 7, and continue on consecutive Tuesdays through April22, 1989.
Persons interested in sexual assault intervention who wish to become crisis line volunteers with the Sexual Assault Center are encouraged to apply.
Call the Women's Center at 941-2611 for enrollment information.
UOP Professor's translation performed...A Japanese play translated into English by University of the Pacific professor of modern
language and literature Ted Takaya will be performed at the University
of Northern Ireland-Ulster in March.
Originally penned by renowned Japanese playwright Minoru Betsuyaku, "Ido" (The Nove) has been selected as the main feature for the
Irish university's Japanese Cultural Festival.
With this production of "Ido," three of the five play translations by
Takaya included in his "Modern Japanese Drama: An Anthology" will
have earned stage production. For his work on the anthology, Takaya
received a professional research fellowship in 1975, a translation grant in
1976 and a publication subsidy grant in 1979 from the Japan Foundation.
Takaya, who came to UOP in 1979, received his bachelor's degree
in literature-philosophy from Reed College in 1951. From Columbia
University he earned his master's in 1961 and his doctorate in 1969 both
in Japanese language and literature.
'

. UOP professor receives leadership award..•R. Eugene Rice, UOP
socaology professor, has been named the first recipient of the Council of
Independent Colleges' Academic Leadership Award. The CIC award
recognizes individuals who have made exemplary contributions to
American higher education.
Rice is currently on leave from UOP, serving as senior fellow and
program executive at the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
T~aching in Princeton, N.J. He is nationally known for his research into
ma~dle .age career crisis and adjustment, and faculty morale at the
umvcrsaty level.

A lack of senators
The Senate is currently suffering from a lack of senators to fill the
available seats. "In the past semester, we've had a total of 13 turnovers
(senators resigning or being dismissed) and four positions never
filled," stated Ito. "Since August,
we haven't had any senators representing the School of Education or
University College."
Furthermore, ASUOP was recently forced to extend the application deadline for the upcoming election an extra week because of a lack
of candidates. "It's discouraging to
see only three candidates for sophomore class senators, one for the junior class, and no senior applicants,"
said Ito.
Ito added that the Senate was
originally designed to have an equal
ratio of class senators and constituent school senators, but that introducing four representatives from the
School of International Studies and

, 7
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Over-representation
One problem noted by the proposal is the complication of perhaps
too many senators for each student.
"Each student has at least six different representatives, seven if he or
she is a Greek," explained Ito.
Ito stressed further that a change
would make·the Senate a more functional place. "We really need senators who will represent the students,
not ones who just state their own
opinions. Because of the large turnover, we've had many people coming in and out. It takes a few weeks
to get generalized on the rules (Senate format, procedures, etc.). It's
tough having people voting who are
not familiar with a proposal on the
agenda."
"These changes aren't set in
stone," said Ito. "Give it a chance
and see if it works. If it doesn't, we
can change it back. Obviously, right
now it's not working."

Irit passes
Because the proposal is decided
at the same time as the senatorial
candidates, there has been confusion over what would happen if it
passes and there are more elected
senators than allowed by the measure. "It's quite simple," stressed Ito.
"The candidate(s) with the highest
number of votes will receive the
position(s) with any remaining candidate taking the alternate positions."
"At the mandatory candidate
meeting, ASUOP elections coordinator Acsa Hitchens informed all of
the candidates about what they were
going into," stated Ito. "Additionally, with each applicant's election
packet, he or she received a copy of
the proposal. If the mea:S e passes,
they already know what would go
into effect."
COPA opposes amendment
The College of the Pacific Student Association (COPA) has taken
an official opposing position to the
ASUOP proposal. According to
COPA President, Greg Maroot,
"COPA will lose 50 percent of our
representation on the ASUOP Senate despite our near perfect attendance record [Attendance verified
through senate minutes]. Other
schools might have problems with
attendance, but COPA doesn't I stress
to our senators the importance of
going to Senate meetings."
Maroot stated that reducing the
size of the Senate won't help. "The
reason ASUOP wants to change the
Senate is to make it a more productive body. I don't think that it will
resolve the problem. It will place a
work load on each senator

and will make ASUOP look even
more elite."
Constituent schools
Maroot also commented on the
current unequal ratio of class to
constituent school representatives.
"I don't think that there has ever
been an issue where one school's
people have ever completely agreed.
The issues are too broad for that,"
stated Maroot.
"I believe that all constituent
school representatives are interested
in all people. The constituent schools
truly represent their whole student
body. The class senators don't. I
believe that most students identify
themselves with their constituent
schools, not their class. Who do the
class senators answer to? No one,
because they have no clear constituents," replied Maroot. "The issues
don't involve a specific class, but
rather the schools.
"ASUOP doesn't mention the
problems it will cause to the constituent schools if the measure passes,"
stressed Maroot. "All constituent
school bylaws call for two Senators.
All of the schools will have to change
their constitutions through special
elections. This is sloppy legislation.
We can't just say, 'okay it's changed.'
That's just not how it works. What
happens to the candidates who don't
receive a position because of the
new rule? It will discourage people
from getting active in ASUOP, which
is just the opposite intent of this
bill."
Competition
When asked about ASUOP's
theory that fewer Senate seats would
increase competition and the quality
of senators, Maroot commented,
"Does competition create good
government? I don't know if it does.
I appointed one senator and he's
done very well. I have to question
the theory behind the competition
equation.
"I don't think you should change
the constitution just because something isn't working," said Maroot
"You have to try to work within the
system first. I don't think ASUOP
has tried hard enough to solve the
problems with other means.
"Their theory is punish everyone because of some other people,"
charged Maroot. "COPA represents
over 1,200 students, and I feel that
th is is totally unfair. Why punish the
people who aren't taking an apathetic view?" asked Maroot. "We're
trying to work within the Senate.
" I don't think there are too many
senators," explained Maroot. "I think
it's j ust a case of ASUOP with a
problem. What if reducing the size
doesn't work? What do you do then?"
asked Maroot.
Marootalsofeels thatASUOP's
charge that unequal amounts of work
are placed on some people, while

others don't participate enough, is
unwarranted. "What does ASUQp
want, a ut~pia of complete equality?
Is that a constitutional problem or a
current Senate problem?"
Alternatives
When asked if any changes
should be made, Marootcommented
lightly. "I'm currently against any
major change within the constitution.
But if there is a mandate for change
by the students, I would suggest that
ASUOP use a two house system.
The first house would represent the
constituent schools and the other
would represent the living groups.
That might solve the apathy problem. The representatives would be
more visible and people would know
where to go for representation. This
might solve a lot of problems and be
the most beneficial."
Kjeldgaard supports amendment
ASUOP
President Eric
Kjeldgaard also commented on the
proposed changes. "We have a core
group of people who are the most
motivated, interested and dedicated L ..dtnc:~<~···-·.v
to representing their students. I feel
that COPA's representatives are
dedicated to representing their constituents. The people in the Senate
now are the type of people that should
be representing their constituents after •..aw_,...,
the passage of the amendment One
senator can currently do the job of
on campu
two if he or she is of high quality."
rape prevention i
Kjeldgaard disagrees with the 4Jdidlllll Women'sCenta
COPA's position for several reaCountY employ
sons. "One, I'm a COPA member
director of the Educ •
and because I understand what the
and Barbara Web ter,
bill attempts to do, I'm not fooled by
Sexual Assaul& Ccn·
the decree of COPA's statemeDL
graduates, decided
They give no reason other than the
dealing with d te
50 percent loss of representation to
opposing the measure. Two, if you
polled all of COPA's constituents,
you'd probably find that only SO
percent could tell you who the COPA
president is, .3() percent who
who their senators are
only
percent could tell you what their
senators do for them. Yet they [COPA) .,.....,.._ _ _ _ __

and

expect to keep the rest of the con·
stituents blind with a simple 5 line
[official opposing statement] decree."
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ampus program assaults rape
Sexual Assault Statistics
It's happening on campuses
the nation with alanning reguyet it is seldom reported. It's
of rape that most victims
equate with the more stereoform because the perpetrator
an acquaintance or friend.
of this form of sexual
known as date rape, often
the victim devastated and
Here at UOP, an inqovaprogram designed for preveneducation is well underAccording to Vice President of
Life Judith Chambers, "UOP
!)een doing rape prevention for
in an informal way through
and the Health Center,
additional educational efforts
administered through the resilife program." However,
I __,,,.,.,.;,.,. comprehensive date

Survey of 7 ,()()() students at 35 colleges by Mary Koss, psychology
professor at Kent State University revealed:
052 ~rce~t of women had experienced some type of sexual assault
0 One m e1ght women were survivors of rape.
0 3/4 of these women were unable to identify the experience as rape.
0 1/3 of the women raped did not discuss it with anyone.
090 percent plus did not report the rape the to the police.
047 percent of rapes were identified as date rape.
03/4 of the ~omen who were raped were between 15 and 21 years of
age at the t1me of the rape. The average age of the victims was 18.
080 per~en.t of rapes occur off campus. More than 50 percent were on
the raptst s turf-- home, car, etc.
OOne in 12 men identified themselves as having met the definition of
rape.
ONone of the men identified themselves as rapists.
047 percent of the perpetrators expected to engage in similar acts in
the future.
041 percent of the women expected to experience a similar victimization in the future.

rape was needed on college campuses. After writing a grant proposal
for the project and obtaining a letter
training into the Resident Asand Student Advisor programs of commitment from Judith Chambers, the grant was accepted by the
the existing staff's time.
state and an initial allocation of
stated, "I don't think we
$38,000 was awarded two years ago.
back more responsibiliAccording to Beray Wickham,
on the RAs or the SAs." She
Women's Center coordinator for the
"Any additional paraprofesincreasing their level · Rape Prevention Program Education Project at UOP and San Joaquin
l:ewonsibillity might make them
Delta campuses, "The primary focus of the program is educational,
The current program on campus
replacing myths with facts , discusswith date rape prevention is
ing various facets of date rape, and
19'illl&i00hild of two Women's Center
sexual harassment."
Joaquin County employees.
director of the EducaWickham has worked with stuProject, and Barbara Webster,
dent advising during the fall orientaQf the Sexual Assault Ceotion process and has provided pres.r
both UOP graduates, decided
entations for seve,ral UOP human
ve no reason other
a program dealing with date
sexuality and women's studies classes.
cnt lo of representatioo
~a the measure. Two, if
It of COPA's consl~tucll

ilson named new
enate ·Speaker

On Jan. 24, the ASUOP Senate
Conservatory Senator Angela
as its new Speaker. Wilson
took over as Speaker
chaired the remainder of the
Wilson, former Chair of the
Standing Committee for
Issues, takes over for Louise
from the Senate on

sundaY
11 : 00 ~M
Or. Gal)' B..Put.::

UniVersity Ch8.,....-

. ..

Although Wilson realizes that
a big responsibility and
lot to learn about the office, she
excited about it. "I've rea lot of my commitments
last semester and reorganized
schedule," Wilson commented.
According to Wilson, the rer-..•u•u'Llc::; of S pealcer of the Senchairing the Senate meetorganizing the agenda, adviswritten legislation,
committee members and
and serving as a liaison bethe Senate and the student
and admini~trators.
Wilson will spend at least 10
a week in the ASUOP office
is available to the students durher office hours.
Asked what her goals for the
are, Wilson stated, "The
image on campus is imthrough events such as
s Forum and Open Forum.
Senate is working to serve the
and I'd like to see that

Angela Wilson
improve.
"I'd like to maintain and further
develop the things Louise has started.
Louise was an excellent Speaker.
She has left an excellent base from
which to finish out the semester,"
Wilson added.
Although no longer involved in
the Senate, Ito will train Wilson and
help orient her in her new office.
Ito resigned as Speaker of the
Senate due to other priorities and
time commitments. " I didn't feel I
would be able to give as much time
as I wanted to lead the Senate effectively," she commented.
Ito has a positive outlook for the
Senate. She feels the Senate is on an
upward swing. "To keep it going
upward," she stated, "the Senate needs
someone to commit more time than
I would have to give."

According to Wickham, the key to
preventing date rape "is teaching
people better communication practices." She added, "Often one partner is assuming that the goal of the
date is sex, where the other partner
does not carry that assumption."
Director of Residential Life Staff
Programs Greta Henglein works as
the liaison with Wickham. "We meet
once a month on programs, recruiting, and teaming up on various programs," Henglein said. She added
that the goal of the program is "to
help people identify what they want
in a relationship and how to go about
getting it."
UOP has a national reputation
for peer advising programs and this
one continues the tradition. "Our
program utilizes student presenters

that go into the classrooms," Wickham stated. The students go through
20 hours of training in victim issues,
rape trauma syndrome, psychology
of the offenders, date rape syndrome,
and stereotypical sex role behavior.
Upon completion of the training
sessions, students are able to go into
small counseling groups or classroom presentations, and are paid to
do so.
Currently there are four UOP
students trained to offer presentations and facilitate discussion groups.
Henglein hopes "to train enough peer
advisors to enable us to start small
group peer counseling sessions." She
added that she would eventually like
to "develop a program that can cover
the residential living units to provide counseling."
At least five more students are
currently needed for the next training cycle. Wickham stated, "This is
a way that students can do something about the problem (by being a
student presenter)." Although any
student is eligible, male counselors
are currently needed. "Men have to
be assertive as well,"Wickham said,
"We need to be honest with each
other about what we want and don't
want."
Any student interested in being
a counselor can contact Greta
Henglein through the Office of Student Life. "If a person has been
assaulted, as a child, or an adult,"
Wickham stressed, "feel free to
contact the Sexual Assault Center at
941-2611." Any person 18 or older
has the choice to report or not. "A
support person will help anyone
through the process, whether one
wants to report the assault or not,"
Wickham added.

New clases offered
in Lifelong Learning
Computers, designing newsletters, and world hunger are among the
subjects offered by the UOP Lifelong Learning Office during February. For a complete list of classes,
contact the Lifelong Learning Office at 946-2424.
"Using Computers," an introductory course for the beginner, will
be held Feb. 4, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.; Feb. 6,
6-9 p.m.; Feb. 8, 6-9 p.m.; and Feb.
11,9 a.m.-1 p.m., in the Microcomputer Lab, Participants may earn one
unit of extended education credit.
Cost is $90.
"Designing Effective Brochures
and Newsletters" will be held Feb. 3,
5:30-10 p.m., and Feb. 4, 8 a.m .-6
p.m., in the Regents Dining Room.
Participants may earn one unit of
extended education credit. Cost is
$55 for non-credit or $65 for those
seeking credit.
"The Re-entry Experience:
Developing the Experimental Learning Portfolio" will be presented Feb.
7-Apri125 (excluding March 21 and
April 18), 5:30-8:30 p.m., in room
236 of the Wendell Phillips Center.
University College students may earn
two units of extended education credit
Cost is $200,
"Being An Effective Interviewee" will be conducted Feb. 25
and March 4, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., in room
218 of the Wendell Phillips Center.
Participants may gain one unit of
extended education credit. Cost is
$60.
"World Hunger: Problems and
Solutions" will be held Feb. 8-March
15, 7-9:30 p.m., in room 131 of the

Wendell Phillips Center. Participants
may earn one unit of extended education credit. Cost is $65 ,
"Central America: Crisis and
Conflict" will be offered Feb. 9March 16,7-9:30 p.m., in room 131
of the Wendell Phillips Center. Participants may earn one unit of extended education credit. Cost is $65.
"Success in Travel or Business
Abroad" will be held Feb. 7, 9 a.m.4 p.m., in room 103 of Weber Hall.
Cost is $130.
"Contemporary Issues in Community and Personal Health" will be
held Feb. 26, March 4, April30, and
May 6, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., in room
210 of Knoles Hall.
"Introduction to a Course in
Miracles" will be held Feb. 18, 9
a.m.-3 p.m., in the Anderson Y Center.
Cost is $20.

ASUOP Legal Services
gets new lawyer
the services were formerly limited
to only the students paying the ASUOP
semester fee, they are now available
to "everyone associated with UOP."
Butler says that it is a "completely
free service that I'm giving to the
students, faculty, and the staff."
The most common legal problems that students bring to ASUOP
Legal Services are landlord/tenant
problems and contract disputes.
Reaction to the new lawyer has
been positive. Murphy states, "I am
very excited about Diane working
with ASUOP and offering her services." Butler says, "I hope that they
[students, faculty, and staff] use the
service. It can be a valuable service."
Butler is on campus every
Wednesday night from 7 to 9 in the
ASUOP office. She will also be on
campus once a month from noon to
2:30 on the following days: Feb. 2,
Mar. 2, April6, and May 4. Anyone
wishing to meet with Butler may
contact the ASUOP Office.

Tom Mills
Staff Writer

AS UOP Legal Services has a
new lawyer. Diane Drew Butler, a
lawyer with the law firm of Simonelli
Simonelli, and Carash, has replaced
Robert Slade as the University
Community's legal counselor.
After working at Delta College,
Butler came to UOP hoping to land
a position in the ASUOP office. "I
was looking for ways to increase my
exposure in Stockton," says Butler.
After speaking to ASUOP general
manager Gillian Murphy, Butler was
soon hired.
"We decided that it was time for
a change," says Murphy about the
release of Slade. Murphy also adds
that Butler was hired because she
was "someone who we felt could be
personable with the students; someone that students could approach."
ASUOPLegal Services has also
undergone another change. Whereas

ATHLETES
(continued from page 1)
that the competition of their sport
ignites a spark in them which carries
over to the classroom. "Competing a
lot makes you want to be better than
the person silting next to you in
class," said Liebmann. "And you
don't want to be put into the stereotype of being just an athlete."
Most athletes also enjoy what
they do, and playing their sport can
provide an outlet and an escape from
the stress of college life. "Swimming helps me forget the other things
I have to worry about," said sophomore Lynette Mcindoo, an elementary education major also named as
a Scholar Athlete for 1987-88. "It
also makes me feel more a part of the
school, which is important to me."
All of the student-athletes inter-

viewed felt that UOP provided an
environment that did not emphasize
sports to the point of undermining
education. Many of them even said
that athletics on campus did not
·receive enough support from the UOP
community, at least m terms offans
attending the games and matches.
Most were generally happy with
their sport and seemed to think that
because of the University's small
size and budget, as well as its stricter
academic standards, it was more
difficult to promote athletics here
than at many other larger state schools .
that could not offer the quality of
education that UOP does.
Mclndoo summed up the feeling with, "I'm very proud to be here."
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We serve: Espresso, Cappuccino,
Croissants & Sandwiches

"WE'VE CHANGED" a~~~'7..,~~ ~
CHECK OUT OUR NEW GAME ROOM SUPPLIED BY

~cl
Also Serving

SUPERCADE FAMILY AMUSEMENT CENTER
" .

NOW WITH FRIENDLY FAMILY
TABLE SERVICE
FOR YOUR COMFORT!

tor your pleasure . ..

FAMILY SPECIAL .
ANY 16" LARGE PIZZA
OF YOUR CHOICE
PITCHER OF BEVERAGE
SALAD FOR 4 FROM OUR
27-ITEM SALAD BAR

Roast Beef Sandwich
Salami Sandwich
BBQ Beef Sandwich

$2.40
$2.40
$2.40

French Dip

$2.99
$1.75

Soup of the Day
Calzone
Garlic Bread

$2.65
$1.00

Become a pacifican

Advertising
Representative
•·Earn Commission
• Valuable experience
• Great potential

14" COMBO PIZZA

Salami, Pepperoni. Olives,
Mushrooms, Green Peppers,
Onions, Sausage, Ext1a Cheese

GINO'S 951-9393
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

Call946-2155 for more information

QUOY 111£ HOUOAYS WITH OUR

PARTY PIZZA!

2

14" PIZZAS

sagfo
Any 24" or 26" Party P12Za

s11'!!

GINO'S 951·9393

GINO'S 951-9393

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

NO COUPON NEEDED

12" PIZZA

WITH TWO TOPPINGS

S5ZJTAX
16" PIZZA
WITH ONE toPPING
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NO COUPON NEEDED
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across the nation
Tuition gets primed to go up again
Campus news notes
Bill proposes replacing student aid
with national service
W ASillNGTON D.C.(CPS)-Students would have to join the military or
do volunteer work to get college financial aid if a new bill introduced in
January becomes law.
As expected, Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) and Rep. Dave McCurdy (DOlcla.) said they'd introduce legislation that would phase out all federal
student aid programs within five years, replacing them with a deal in
which students would have to perform some kind of"national service" in
return for aid.
McCurdy, in announcing the measure, said it would enforce the
notion that "democracy is not free."
If the plan passes-- both legislators expect Congress to vote on it by
early 1990 -- students would have to serve one year in a public service
civilian job like working in a nursing home or hospital or two years in a
combat branch of the military.
Students who serve in the military would get a $25,000 grant at the
end of their hitch.
Students who work in civilian jobs would get a $10,000 grant.
McCurdy hoped the plan would "reinvigorate citizenship" as an
ideal that was frrst severely damaged during the Vietnam War. Then "the
1970s and early 1980s featured 'me generations' more interested in their
own financial gain and getting BMWs than serving their country."

Slightly off campus
Citizenship triumphant
Only 50.1 percent of the nation's eligible voters cast ballots in
November's presidential election, but that sorry performance looks like
Democracy Incarnate next to the results of a December poll at Iowa State
University.
There, 61 percent of the students couldn't name the president of the
student body.
Doug Martin, who is in fact president of the Government of the
Student Body (GSB), said it's because he's such a good leader. "Controversy makes the president more well known," Martin told the ISU Daily.
"We've been in tune with the students, so there'sbeen less controversy."
Fifty-five percent of the students asked by Project Input, a campus
group, didn't know what the student government did.
When asked "What's the first thing that comes to your mind upon
hearing the initials GSB?",. 23 percent of the respondents left their
answers blank.
Even some student politicians aren't sure what student governments
do.
At its early December meeting, the University of California at
Davis' student government Executive Committee debated a bill to spend
$6,315 to send three members to a "burnout relier' seminar in Hawaii
over intersession.
Four students who were attending their first committee meeting
dutifully voted for the measure before being told it was meant as a joke.

Why officials think students
are happy
The University of Arizona's Forensics team, ranked among the top
20 in the land, concluded in a November 30 debate that UA's "Year of
the Undergraduate" program --aimed at getting students to help administrators learn about and solve student classroom problems -- failed
because U A administrators forgot to tell undergrads how they could submit complaints.

Maybe they should give a
degree for spelling
The University of Wisconsin awarded almost 4,000 diplomas in
May 1988, and all of them had the state's name misspelled.
No one apparently noticed until late November, when a student
showed UW assistant registrar Rosa Johnson that,.in the lower right hand
comer of the diplomas, the state was listed as "Wisconson."
Johnson said she would ask Josten's, the company that produced the
diplomas, to print new ones for free.

DENVER(CPS) -- Tuition appears
to be primed to rise again nationwide.
While nothing is official yet, a
look at the budgets now being considered by state legislatures, regents
and trustees around the country
suggest that the price of college will
be significantly higher next year.
Oregon Gov. Neil Goldschmidt,
for example, submitted a budget Jan.
4 to his state legislature that, if passed,
would translate into a five percent
hike for most state students and a 10
percent hike for students at the University of Oregon and Oregon State
University.
"A six to eight percent increase
is as good a guess as any" for students nationwide, said Art Hauptman,
an education consultant to the
American Council on Education, after
scanning such early indicators.
Tuitions for 1988-89 rose an
average of seven percent over 198788, according to the College Board.
The inflation rate in the United
States -- the increase in prices for
general items from cars to shoes -was "only" four percent during the
same time.
As a result, the average four
year public school student is paying
$1,483 in tuition this year, while
students pay an average of$6,457 to
gotoprivatefouryearcolleges,$750
to go to public two year colleges and
$4,415 to go to private two year
campuses, the College Board figured last fall.

Some bills for next fall are already set.
Baylor University students will
pay eight percent more next year.
The University of Northern Iowa's
prices will go up seven percent for
in-state students, nine percent for
nonresidents. At Utah State, in-state
students will pay nine percent more.
At Duke University in North Carolina, rates will rise 7.1 percent for
undergrads.
The great majority of schools
just now are beginning to announce
their tuitions as legislatures ponder
budgets and campus officials figure
out how much they need to charge
students.
The trend, however, is undeniably upward.
Initial proposals would have students at the 13 University of Wisconsin campuses paying 11-to-12
percent more next year.
Loyola University of New Orleans officials are considering raising tuition by as much as 18 percent
next fall.
"It is fair to say that there will be
a raise in the tuition ~ate for fall '89,"
said Dr. Maurice Scherrens, vice
president for finance and planning at
George Mason University in Virginia. "Yet I am currently uncertain
of the exact percentages of increase."
Colleges get the money they
need to operate from cash gifts, earnings on their stock portfolios, government grants and, most importantly,
from the federal government and

students, in the form of state legislature and tuition, respectively.
When legislatures don't appropriate enough money , campuses
normally tum to students to try to
make up the difference.
"State appropriations have been
okay in the last few years," the ACE's
Hauptman suggested, and public
colleges consequently haven't had
to impose the nine or 10 percent
increases common in the early 1980s.
"Yet students in economically
distreSsed states -- particularly where
agriculture and energy are the dominant industries -- may have to pay
more than six to eight percent more
in tuition next fall, he added.
Even relatively healthy economies such as those in New York,
California, and Massachusetts are
suffering from tax revenue shortfalls and have less to appropriate to
their colleges.
"One quick way of closing those
shortfalls is to raise tuition,"
Hauptman said.
George Mason's Schencns added
campuses need more money, too, to
pay faculty members as much as
they could make in private industry,
to add staff and to build and maintain their structures. George Mason,
for one, is trying to finance a new
science building, a new dorm, and a
new student union.
Students, naturally, are not
thrilled by the prospect of higher
tuition.
"I'll have to get a higher paying

job," said University of
Karen Bonz. "It's really hard
you've got a silver spoon or
thing."
If Loyola of New
ally imposes an 18
drive everyone except "the
kids who can't get in anyw
off campus, student
representative Tara Loomis
'Tuition increases, "'"IJIX:I:lll. •
year, are B.S.," fumed
Utah student Vice President
Sperry.
"Students are having to
20, 30, even 40 hours a
for tuition," said Brad
Arizona Student Association
November rally protesting a
posed $156 tuition hike at ·
State University. "How the
we do well in school if we're
ing all the time?"
In December, the regen~
set the tuition for ASU,
Arizona and the University
zona, said they were
enough by the outpouring
anger over the proposed raise to
the hike to $84.
Golich seemed satisfied,
some increases my be ·
"The reality is the [tuition
would be an incredible
revenue loss for the universi~
tern. You'vegottolookat
reality. The question now is
[tuition] level is fair."

Survey of national student attitudes:

This year's frosh are depressed and debt-ridden
LOS ANGELES
Reasons for Aucnding Collc"c
Freshman PaNe'-•• Studeot Aid Pro......
Trends m Political Preferences
(CPS)---This year's fresh~... 1971·1911)
(puccn&aac ""'~W\1 """>' importuu")
7s.,_---~---~-·-197_o._t91_1>____
wor---------------men are depressed, disTo Oct • Gcncnl
~----------------appointed and debt-ridPdlOr.,ts
den, the biggest survey
of national student attitudes reported Jan. 9.
The findings of the
American Council on
'11
'16
'II
.,0"71"74?6"71'10 '82 '14'16 '81
Education and University
viewed "the
of California at Los
changed the students, too.
cated students are not getting enough
years as a time for
Angeles (UCLA) annual survey of
"These are the children of ecofinancial aid to afford them. Those
personal development,"
308,000 freshmen paint a picture of
nomic upheaval," Green said. "The
who are getting aid are getting it in
This year's freshmen "are
collegians "who are not sanguine
recession of the '80s was worse than
the form of loans that must be retheir grandparents who
about the future," summarized
anything since the Depression (of
UCLA's Kenneth Green.
paid.
the Depression."
the 1930s). Their loss of faith and
Only 15.6 percent of the stuA record number of students,
dents entering college for the Fall
for example, reported frequently
1988 term received Pell Grants, which
feeling "overwhelmed" and dedon't
have to be repaid. It was the
pressed.
lowest level in the survey's history,
"We have very high suicide rates
Green said. In 1980, almost a third
among college students now," added
of the freshmen got grants.
Alexander Astin, the UCLA profes"The federal government has,
sorwhodirects the survey. He attribin effect, cut back on most of the
utes them to "tremendous pressures
on young people to achieve." Whatfinancial aid programs intended to
ever the reason, 10.5 percent of the
help college students from low and
nation's freshmen reported feeling
middle income families," Astin
"depressed" frequently, from 8.3
concluded.
percent of 1987's freshmen and 8.2
As a result, he said, "the burden
percent of the 1985 freshman class.
of paying for college has shifled
More than one of every five
increasingly to students, their famifreshmen felt "overwhelmed by all I
lies and the nation's colleges and
have to do."
universities."
Green added that freshmen may
The resulting money pressure
be unhappier than previous generaapparently has changed the way freshtions because "a larger number than
men view the world, Astin and Green
ever before are not attending their
said. The economic recession that
Restrictions apply
frrst-choice college."
plagued families nationwide in the
"First-choice" colleges are ofearly 1980s, and continues to plague
ten expensive, and the survey indithem in many farm and energy states,
Weberstown Mall • 951-7587
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AD BETWEEN THE LINE
Get the facts behind the stories you read in The P acifican

PACIFICAN OPEN HOUSE
TODAY

5-7 p.m.
The editors and staff of The P acifican invite the campus
community to visit our offices and learn the who, what,
when, where and how of publishing The Pacifican.
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GET INVOLVED ! learn how you can become a writer or photographer for The Pacifican. Enhance you skills and build a
portfolio. This is also a great place to start if you're interested in
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becoming an editor.
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GAIN EXPERIENCE- our advertising representatives deal with
local businesses each week. This offers the opportunity to earn
money while adding practical experience for your resume.

· 0

BE INFORMED - learn how to publicize your organization's
event through press releases, announcements and advertisements.
The Pacifican reaches 94% of the students and 97% of the faculty learn how you can use the paper to your advantage.

0

EXPRESS YOURSELF - discover the opportunities for student
and faculty columnists to comment on University or national issues
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on our Opinion page.
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A short program will begin at 5:30.
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third floor of Hand Hall, above KUOP.
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editorial
Letters

Student Incentive

Election choices
are important
In two weeks, a new ASUOP president will be elected into
the office of the most visible student leader on campus. If
history repeats itself, this decision will ~e ~ade. by only 25
percent of the eligible student voters. It IS high ume that we
dispel the label of the apathetic "me generation" and take the .
initiative to help decide our own future.
The voter tum-out at the ASUOP General Elections is
even lower than the pitiful 50 percent national voter tum-out
during last November's Presidential election. -It is truly sad to
see so many people care so little about issues which directly
affect them. It is just as sad to see people who think the
elections won't have an impact on them.
The upcoming Associated Student elections do affect each
and every one of us. A decision will ~e made as to the pers~n
who will be the chief executive of a student government with
an $180,000 operating budget and over 30 employees. As
with any manager, the president must be able to motivate and
mobilize his or her staff to insure a student government which
is able to operate effectively and efficiently.
From this position, a strong ASUOP president can work to
meet the needs of the students, Where a weak president can fail
to even discover those needs. A strong president can actively
relay the concerns of the students to the administration, where
a weak president can become the proverbial "yes-man." A
strong president can make their seat on the many university
committees a means of speaking and acting on behalf of the
students, whereas a weak president can sit as a token representative.
A strong president is an effective leader committed to
achieving excellence in serving his or her fellow students. A
weak president is an overpaid, unaspiring figure-head.
The office of the ASUOP president is not one which
should be taken lightly, nor should the election process which
leads to it. We, as students, have the opportunity and the
responsibility to meet each of the candidates and learn about
each one's ideas, visions and qualifications. We owe it to
ourselves to make a well informed decision, for we deserve a
leader who will work in our best interests.
In the past, The Pacifican has endorsed the candidate
which we felt could best lead the Associated Students through
the many duties and challenges which the office entails. This
year, for the second year in a row, we have decided not to
endorse a candidate for ASUOP president. Instead, we will be
conducting extensive coverage on the presidential election, as
well as the senatorial races and the constitutional amendment.
This news background will provide a basis from which each
voter can build upon by attending the presidential debate and
the candidate's forum.
In addition, next week, we will be publishing the Voter's
Handbook inside The Pacifican. This handbook will contain
statements by the candidates for each position and the constitutional amendment which, if passed, would decrease the size
of the ASUOP Senate. It is our hope and intent that by making
the voter's handbook more visible, that more students will
practice their right to vote, and while doing so, will practice
their duty to make an informed decision at tlre polls.·
We have a choice to make on election day. One choice is
deciding which candidate can best fulfill the obligations of the
presidency. The other, a more important choice, is the
decision on whether we want to make a difference in our lives,
or whether we will be content to remain forever faceless and
willing to accept whatever consequences come our way.

OASIS book swap has potential
We try our best

only received a $9 offer to sell it
through the university buy back
Howard Mosely
representative (which occurred last
International Editor
The students of the School oflntersemester) could reach a compromise
national Studies took a bold initiaat the book swap for a better price. Dear Editor,
tive when they held their first OAThus the student selling the book
This is in response to the letter from Robert Co~min.s that ap~ared in
SIS Book Swap on Thursday, Jan.
keeps more pocket money and the
December
8, 1988 issue of The Pacijican regardmg hbrary eqmpment
12. To beat the ridiculous resale
student buying the book saves some
prices offered by the current commoney. (For a list of books still service.
. .
At certain times of the year use of the photocopiers mcreases arama1~c~1LI
pany buying books back from stuavailable following the OASIS Book
and so does the chance that you may have to wait. There shou~d not be a
Swap, see related article page 7 .)
dents, OASIS members got together
at George Wilson Hall to swap last
A book swap does have one draw- to wait 22 minutes, however. The library has four pubhc, s.elf
semester's books for books they
back, a student may purchase a third photocopiers. Granted, our old Savin machines have b~n wearmg out
needed, or for cash. Although the
edition book in a course using the were unreliable during the month of December. At that ume we were
swap was not a huge success, it does
fourth edition. Each person will have negotiating to bring new copiers into the library.
.
.
highlight the need for more equito judge for themselves if the savBy the time this letter appears, I ho~ that our new IBM ~achmes will
ings outweigh any inconvenience this place and will prove to be more rehable an~ cost effecti~e ~an the
table book buy back prices here at
UOP.
could cause. In general, most books machines. You may still have to wait on occasiOn, but I hope lt wlll be
are not altered between editions so all machines are busy, not because they are out of order.
A book swap can be a reasonable
drastically that it could pose a senalternative to high book costs for
As for the microfilm readers, all equipment, especially when it is
several reasons. First, it provides
ous problem.
used, breaks do.wn from time to time. We have added several new
The OASIS Book Swap was not within the past year and have plans to add more as our budget allows.
another source of competition for
local retail outdesigned to reach request to the reference desk was to repair the reader, then there would be
lets. This addi- The OASIS Book Swap, as the entire student help available. Machine malfunctions should be reported to the "-UII,;UJalif.IIL!.lirP
tional competi- it grows in popularity, can body, it was spe- Desk where help is available, although repair is not part of our service.
VendaCards occasionally do malfunction. The student working at the
tion can cause become one of the easiest cifically designed
for students of the may not have been authorized to replace the card but from 8am to Spm
overall book
prices to drop as a nd most effective ways of schoo1 o f I nterna- is someone on duty who is authorized to make such changes. If you still
s up p 1 i e r s
beating high book costs.
tional Studies. that VendaCard and it shows error when you try to use it, please bring it
scramble to main- - - - - - - - - - - - - - However, should a during business hours and someone will rectify the problem.
tain market share. Furthermore, it
campus-wide organization such as
We can't guarantee that machines will always run as they were u¥~>~~tur.nllll""'
can provide students with additional
ASUOP take the initiative, they could run, but we do guarantee that you will receive friendly, helpful service
organize and implement a larger book the reference desk and from the circulation desk.
benefits too high, new book prices
andthepatheticallylowre-salebook
swap, thus making good on their
prices currently being offered. Bepromise of working for the benefit
sides wheeling and dealing, students
of students. That would require strong
can discuss the content oftheclasses
and engaging leadership, active stuwith each other, perhaps even prodent support, and fumncss on the
viding class notes and tests, thus
part of our student government to
providing valuable insights into the
implement a program the bookstore
course.
or their related company may not
Dear Editor,
The OASIS BookS wap, as it grows
see favorably.
The OASIS Book Swap is an excelin popularity, can become one of the
After reading the opinion column in the International section of ~L-t-------,
easiest and most effective ways of
lent beginning. However, its ultibeating high book costs. The book
mate success will depend on open Pacifican last week, I was distraught by some of the implications it
swap was set up using various tables
and candid student demands to end The author said that the U.S. should try more diplomatic solutions in
in George Wilson Hall marked by
high book prices. By exerting pres- America by engaging in direct talks with the F.M.L.N./F.D.R. This was
sureonourelectedstudentleadersto by President Jose Napoleon Duarte shortly after taking office in 1984.
categories such as economics, political science, Dean's seminar, etc.
develop viable alternatives to high talks broke down because the rebels insisted upon sharing power with
Employing used book prices from
book prices, such as book swaps, we democratic elected government in order to end the nine year old
Since the break down of the talks, the guerrilla,s have continued
the Bookstore as a guideline, stucan put an end to the current price
dents were allowed to bargain for a
gouging system and xetuln equitable, upon the country. The latest strategy used by the guerrillas to try
mutually agreeable price. A student
affordable and realistic book pricing power had been to send letters to small town mayors saying resign or die.
far 43 mayors have given up their jobs, eight have been executed. Are
to UOP.
who paid $55 for a law book and
terrorists the type of people with whom the U.S. should be encouraging
talks?
The author of the article also said that the U.S. should cooperate with
Do you have something to say but not enough time to write a massive paper democratically elected governments in Central America to help solve
on the subject? The Pacijican has a perfect way to get your idea, complaint enormous economic and debt problems facing these nations. The U.S.
or suggestion out into the open! Express yourself with a letter to the editor. been trying to do this with the democratic government ofEI Salvador, but
Comments from our readers are welcomed and strongly encouraged. The guerrillas have disrupted the coffee harvest, the country's number one
following are policy guidelines for submitting a publishable letter to the resulting in the lowest output in 30 years. Also, trying to combat the ~~:m:m111•
editor.
has been a huge economic drain upon the country. If the guerrillas were .....~F
interested in the well being of the country, they would stop their terroristlllll•.. -...
1. All letters submitted to the editor for pubhcation in 1'he Pacific an must be and put their full effort into winning the free democratic election that will~
signed and accompanied by a verifiable address and phone number if held in March. But since their candidate has so little popular support, I dOib
possible.
that they would do this and break their myth of mass support
John Patrick
2. Please limit the length of the letter to 150 words, typed and double spaced.
Hand written letters will not be published.

A one-sided point of view

Letters Policy

3. Deadline for submission of a publishable letter is Monday at noon.
4. The Editorial Editor reserves the right to edit any letters for clarity or
length, without changing the original intent of the letter if published.
Letters to the editor may be addressed to The Pacijican, Editorial Editor,
Campus Mail, or University of the Pacific, Stockton, Ca. 95211. Phone 9462114
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ootball solution does not address the real issue
F. Caldwell

L••,~,vll.lllil

said that those who fail
A'"~""""'' history are doomed to
it; thus, President Atchley's
to the perennial football

made a statement concerning the
~tchley initiative. That statement is
Important enough, 1 believe, to be
reprinted for students' benefit. They,
after all, ultimately pay the piper.
Therefore, I have submitted the
"Faculty Response" for publication
in conjunction with this opinion p·ece
Note the marked difference bet I ·
what has been reported in the~~
newspaper and Atchley's sition in
the adjoining faculty res:a'nse. The
. S tock~on Record for example reported f;om the beginning that't 0
fat cat alums had pledged $ 00,0~
per year for the next four ears to
offset the cost of the foot~all ro-

football program has over
been the object of a number of
.an.oJ~J.<Uu•cu inventive schemes
policies. For the last two decand for the most part, those
and policies have actually
the same thing-- spending
and more money, obtained from
source, to promote Divifootball The ---~---------too, have
the same-' losing
fired
ever-indeficits
either dior indirectly

After smarting and suffering (in more ways
than one) over this irrational policy for some
years, we now have the
Atchley "solution."

5

P
gram
(we've
heard this type of
thing before).
Atchley's remarks to the faculty also indicate
an actual commitment of only
$300,000 from
outside sources.
But even given a

programs, - - - - - - - - -- - - - faculty
firm commitment
increased distrust of Uniof $500,000 per year, the arithmetic
"'""._..~.....vofficials,etc. Toputitbluntly,
doesn't make sense; it doesn't add
•aU!II\oltlll)ll't been a pretty picture.
up.
smarting and suffering (in
It has been bandied about, and not
"eo!IIMIIIW ways than one) over this irradenied by the powers that be when
given opportunity, that the football
policy for some years, we now
the Atchley "solution;" in efprogram, even with the phony accounting system, has been losing
the same old wine in the same
somewhere in theneighborhoodofl
bottles.
million dollars per year. Indeed,
student edification, the elected
Atchley's predecessor reportedly said
lres,ent2ttives of the faculty have

th t

.
will tum the program around.
Faulty thinking, I submit. Nothing
lar er se contl~mng I million dolwhatsoever in the record suggests
P yeardefici~thatcausedprob~at these men possess any superior
1
;ms.dThus, the excess bagga~e"
vutues, skills, experience, insight,
. r~I · ent Atchley bemoans havmg
or whatever, from their predeces~ en ted. It also. has been reported
sors-- most of whom were sincere
at m.?st of thiS so-called "new
and able in their own right.
:on; from the fat. cats will be
Likewise, there's another imporpe ded ~n. recruttment, new
tant fact that Atchley, ct al., can't
~~ach~s, addit~o~al athletic scholar- dictate; it's called the turnstile reps ?), ~d Similar accountrements
suits. The evidence seems overwhelm(the re~l hidden agenda has not yet
ing that win, lose, or draw the turn~een dtsclosed). The point is. that stiles simply don't tum in Stockton
300•000 .or e~en $500,000 disapfor UOP football. People obviously
pc.ars fast 10 t~t~ da~ when even bus
have alternative and more meaningdnvers are millionaires.
ful ways to spend their leisure time
How i~ this school, dependent upon
energy, and money. God bless them:
apprmumately 80 percent of what it
But all of this is going to be reexpends?'<'~ student tuition, to meet
solved by winning and "marketing,"
the contmumg dollar deficit from
Atchleysays-asif"marketing"hasn't
the football program? Aha, not from
been tried before. The Orange Army?
the academic side, Atchley says.
Hal
The truth really
Nonsense, I say.
We've heard that The truth really seems to seems to be that
before, too. And,
be that popular support popular support for
Division I football
I suggest, the
for Division I football is not here, period.
people who previously uttered
We've found that
is not he.re, period
out repeatedly over
what was nonthe years. Remember the rather
sense then as well as now were equally
amusing efforts a few years ago to
well meaning and sincere. Alas, it
prove to the NCAA that we had an
just didn't turn out that way. Well,
average attendance of 17,000 per
Atchley proclaims, things change;
game (as if such attendance really
we now have two sterling characestablished
that one is playing big
ters, an Athletic Director (a Ced
time
football)?
Speaking of amusDempsey clone, no less) and a footing,
can't
one
read
the tea leaves
ball coach (never head coach anywhen
an
estimated
900
people (apwhere) committed to all of those
250
for
one
game
two seaparently
virtues we so honor and cherish-sons ago) show up for a UOP home
winning, of course. Together, they
game? Ridiculous.
What can be said of all this? Nothing perhaps other than that there
apparently are still a few old fraternity boys around who get their jollies from watching UOP football.
Therefore, I suppose it will always
be. It would all be slightly amusing,
of course, if the consequences were
not so debilitating.
So get out your pocketbooks students. We are in for some interestina
results.

$5~;-e (UOP) c.ould stand a regul~
wast~ defi~It .from f~~ball; It

OPED POLICY

0

General guidelines for Opinion Page
submissions:
1. Please limit any submission to a
maximum of 1500 words.
2. All submissions should be typed
and double spaced. No hand written
submissions will be accepted.
3. Topics should be of a timely nature and relevant to the university
community.
4. The Editorial Editor reserves the
right to edit any submission for clarity or length, without changing the
original intent of the document should
it be published.
5. All submissions for publication
must be in by Friday at noon unless
arrangements have been made with
the Editorial Editor to the contrary.
Opinion page submissions can be
sent to the Pacifican, Editorial Editor, Campus Mail, or University of
the Pacific, Stockton, Ca. 95211.

1rself
acifi
.. ,. .
If

Editors note: The following text,for reading in conjunction with the
Caldwell opinion piece, is reprinted from the minutes of the UOP Academic Council dated December 8, 1988.
FACULTY RESPONSE TO THE NEW FOOTBALL INITIATIVE
Preamble:
On Monday, November 21, 1988, President Atchley announced to the
academic community and the public that UOP would continue to
compete at the Division lA level in football and other sports. In addition, he announced that he was attempting to secure, from sources
outside the University, up to $500,000 for each of the next four years
to offset the cost of the football program ($300,000/year had been
pledged at the time of the announcement). Atchley stated that portions
of the new funds would go toward increasing coaches salaries,
recruitment budgets and a few (approximately five to seven) new
scholarships. He stated that during the next four years it is essential
that the athletic program moves toward financial self sufficiency.
During a question and answer period, President Atchley said that his
administration had been left with a lot of "excess baggage" and that
there had been some mismanagement of the athletic budget. He stated
that budget mismanagement in any sector of the University would not
be tolerated during his presidency.
President Atchley was sincere, frank and open relative to his decision
on the athletic program. He repeatedly stated that no additional funds
would be diverted from the University's budget to pay for the changes
in athletics and the funding of academic programs could not be compromised by the athletic program. He made it clear that he means to
keep his promise not to use additional funds to support athletic
programs.
Faculty across the University received the President's announcement
with some skepticism. Outside funding to enhance athletic programs
has been promised in the past but the funds have never materialized.
The University admits to a $1.8 million/year cost of the intercollegiate
athletic program. This does not include the 177 full tuition scholarships given to athletes; and frankly, the faculty do not believe that
past accounting procedures have included all costs of the athletic
program. Finally, some faculty feel that athletic scholarships and the
"athletic business enterprise" are not part of the mission of an academic institution.
Faculty blame the budget drain necessary to support the athletic programs as a major reason for their low salaries. In addition, faculty are
currently considering the adoption of a new workload policy and
tenure and promotion standards that are perceived as requiring them
to work harder. Faculty fear that the renewed commitment and
enhanced funding to the athletic program will further detract from the
salaries and the mission and goals of the University.

1

I

In view of the negative impact of the new athletic initiative on faculty
morale, the Executive Board discussed what might be done to assure
f<iculty of the President's commitment to his decision and promises. It
was decided that the Council should ask the President to adopt the
policy items stated in the following resolution.
Resolution:
In order to inform the faculty of the costs of intercollegiate athletics
and to allow for open and fair budgeting of the athletic program, the
University should take the following steps:

1. Open the intercollegiate athletic budget and periodically report
the program's full financial status to the University community.
2. The criteria for measuring the "success" of the football program
at the end of the four year trial with enhanced funding should be set
now. Such a policy will ease the decision on the status of the
program in four years.
3. The University must set a limit on the dollar expenditure for intercollegiate activity that is acceptable.

4. A determination should be made on the actual cost to the

Univer-

sity of 180 full tuition athletic scholarships.
The above response and initiatives were presented by David Fries.
Following a discussion of this material, a nwtion was made by Bryan/
Brennan to accept the initiative. Motion carried unaninwusly.

acific Talks...Have you noticed any change in the food of service withARA?
noticed that it has really gone
You don't know what you're
because there is no menus."

SuzyCard
Junior
Political Science

"I just got back from a semester
abroad so I don't know yet."

Amanda Parrott
Senior
Dance/Political Science

"You can't get ice cream bars, yougart cups, honey, herbal tea, and
before you know it we'll be eating
spinach everyday."

Anne Swehla
Senior
Education

"I have not noticed any changes in

the food at the Rat or the Summit,
where[ eat on campus.However, my
friends have told me they have noticed changes at the dining halls."

John Whittenbury
Senior
Mechanical Engineering

"I really don't eat here on campus.
The only changes I have noticed are
administrative .I have [also] noticed

"No. I usually eat two meals a day
but I haven't noticed a thing."

the morale of my co-workers decrease."

Adam Roybal
Senior
Computer Science

Mike McMaster
Senior
Civil Engineering
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Status
Report
POLITICS
NEW YORK-- Following pressure from the Security Council,
United Nations Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar
bas scaled the Peacekeeping
Force plans for Namibia down.
The international force, detached
to oversee the transition of Namibia from a colony to freedom,
was scaled down from an initial
plan of 9,000 to 6,000, reducing
costs by $185,000. Opposition by
the ftve Security Council members, including the U.S. and
U.S.S.R., forced the secretary
general to make the cuts or have
the Security Council veto the entire
plan. The peacekeeping forces
have old and new mandates when
they arrive in their blue uniforms
to oversee Namibia's elections.
They will oversee the release of
political prisoners, confine and
disarm both the South African
and revolutionary soldiers, and
monitor political steps to repeal
racist and oppressive legislation.
U.N . civilian police will accompany South-African trained police to JXOI.CCl the rights of SWAPO
supporters to express themselves
during the elections. The effectiveness of furthet U.N. peacekeeping missions will be tested by this
plan.

BUSINESS
CHINA -- The Chinese are
trying a new method to increase
work reform: sales representatives get' 40 worst' awards. As a
new incentive to change bad
customer relations, the Xian
Department store is handing out
awards to the worst employees.
Customers are encouraged to vote
by secret ballot for the employee
they feel provided the worst service, then management adds a few
votes and at the end of each month,
the names of 40 employees are
printed on signs along with their
picture to hang next to their station. The program has worked
through fear of embarrassment,
though it has its inconsistencies.
One women salesclerk, selected
as ' Best' employee two months
earlier, was awarded the '40 worst'
award for repeatedly leaving her
post. Other employees have been
distinguished as the 'worst' for
ignoring customers, throwing
insults at them, or throwing things
at them. A similar set of awards
are being devised for managerial
posts but no method for selection
has been worked out

SPORTS
ALASKA -- A Superpower skiteam is organizing a trip across
the Bering Strait. Soviet and
North American explorers are part
of an international team planning
to make a 1,200 mile trek beginning in Anadyr on the Siberian
side, passing through Nome and
ending in Kotzebue on the Alaskan side. The team will cross the
Bering Strait at a point where
only two-and-a-half miles of water
separate the two countries. This
border was closed by the Soviet
Union in 1948, cutting all communication off between the Alaskan Eskimos and Siberian Eskimos. These two populations have
a common language and culture.
Following the thaw in relations
between the U.S. and U.S.S .R.,
historic steps have been taken in
these far away territories toward
a restoration of pre-cold war
conditions. Some emphasize the
~ew an~ strong "gateway" this
me~ m cultural exchange may
provtde to furthering the Superpower goal of ending the arms
race. For now, the difficulties of
the arctic trip are on the minds of
the explorers ready to embark on
their adventure.

Films produced
overseas offer a
foreign perspective
Alice Becker
Staff Writer

Most students who have a VCR or
have access to one, rent big box
office hits like "Young Guns" and
"Bull Durham." Alongside these
recent releases, movies with a more
intellectual and cultural appeal are
available. The following films offer
a foreign perspective and provide
new themes and methods that should
be explored.
"Aria," a movie containing five
different stories in one, emphasizes
visual images through operatic music.
John Hurt and Brigitte Fonda are the
well known actors in this movie who
in many ways feel like watching an
opera -- live. Despite the lack of
conversation (three or four lines in
subtitles), the visual pecfonnance and
music really cue in the audience.
"The Modems" has what many
movie-makers consider the essentials. Forgery, adultery and deceit
make up much of the plot, but in
contrast to Hollywood productions,
this movie has a formative plot.
Centered in Paris, an intellectual
playground in the '20s, "The Mod-

SIS books
for swap
The following books are used by SIS
professors and are available for
student swaping following the OASISBook Swap.
For related article on Book Swap,
see page6.
The Little Brown Handbook
used in Compsition for International Studies.
Nuclear Strategy, Arms Control and
the Future
New Forces, Old Forces, and the
Future of World Politics
used in Dean's Seminar.
Economics Today
used in Microeconomics by Dr.
Miller.
Translations of Music
taught by Nelson and Christensen.
The Greek Experience
taught by Bowra
The Medieval Vision
taught by Erickson.
The Comans
taught by Barrow.
For a complete list check the OASIS
board downstairs in George Wilson
Hall. Anybody interested in adding
their used books to the list, or finding contacts to books listed above is
welcome to do so. Any questions
about the Book Swap shoul be directed to OASIS, the SIS student organization, or coordinators Kim
Harbin and Carolyn Walker.

International
Calendar
LJ Viernes, 3
Open Assembly of the School of
International Studies (OASIS) is
holding a Roundtable on intemati~nal issues, weekly on Friday
m~hts at 7:00 p.m. in George
Wilson Hall. Topics will be picked
from newspapers of the week.

ems" is different in taking the time
to develop an intricate and detailed
plot without losing the audience.
Sting plays a ruthless mobster with
a soft heart in "Stormy Monday."
Melanie Griffith, of"Working Girl",
co-stars in this picture as a waitress
who depends on Sting to free her
from another bad guy. The movie is
set in London, and includes more
action than any of the other films.
For an action film, it outshines most
of the latest releases made in Nonh
America.
"The Unbearable Lightness of
Being," set around the time of the
Soviet occupation in Czechoslovakia, is the best of this list. This film
highlights the ability of a man and a

DMiercoles, 8
World on Wednesday features Professor Robert Scalapino, U .C.
Berkeley' who will speak on "Asia
and the 21st Century." Lunch begins
noon at the Bechtel International
Center.

Tony Gleason
Staff Writer

The US-Mideast foreign policy needs a reevaluation by the new administration in Washington. Many Arab nations have shied away from strong
alliances with the United States because of the
enormous amount of economic and military aid
being given to Israel, historical enemy of the Arab
nations surrounding her.
The US supplies Israel with approximately three
billion dollars a year in military and economic aid.
The Israeli economy cannot annually expect and
depend on this external, unearned monetary supply
which is obviously distorting the economy. For the
price of a strategically strong ally, the United States
is compromising its own position on democracy and
freedom by condoning tile occupation and military
suppression of the West Bank and the Gaza strip
Palestinians.
There are one and a half million Palestinians
who have lived without voting rights under military
rule since Israel began occupying the territories
twenty-one years ago. Israel has no intentions of
changing the situation. The labor coalition strongly

opposes any talks whatsoever with the PLO and~
demand for a Palestinian homeland.
If the President's staff gives any inclination a.
to the future of Mideast policy, a look at his closest
advisors tells that US support may wane in the
coming years. Neither Secretary of State Jam~
Baker nor President Bush have even had a strong
favor for Israel. John Sununu, Bush's chiefof Slaff
is an Arab-American who doesn't feel strongt;
about the Israelis; and as a senator, John Tower
soon to be Secretary of Defense, supported
sales to Arab nations. The administration faces one
of the strongest special interest groups on CapiiQI
Hill, the pro-Israeli lobby, if it attempt to decrease
US support for Israel.
President Bush should pressure Israel intone.
gotiations with the PLO if aid is to be resumed.
Only negotiations including the PLO, Arab na.
tions, and Israel can bring eventual stability to the
region. US support for Israel must be compared 1o
the US regional strategic policy. Is one die-ham
ally preferrable to many strong ailies?

ann;

r-----------------------------------..JL!il~l

woman to overcome or overlook the
weightoflife thrust on them by their
situations. When life seems at its
lowest, this married couple demonstrates a love for life. Despite challanges posed by love triangles, the
military occupation, problems with
the government, and the death of
Karina (their dog), their ability to
remain "high on life" makes them
winners.
All of these films have meaningful plots which are centered aroWld
new ideas that are foreign in setting
and themes to most students. They
offer fresh approaches to cinema
and they avoid the usual gut and
glory type that are usually found in
today's box office hits. They are
altogether intellectually and culturally stimulating, and they offer entertaining film viewing.
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McCaffery Center

LAUNCH YOUR
CAREER IN
LONDON
With An International Internship.
Be a part ~fa~ ex~iting work-study
program for JUniors, seniors and graduate
stuqents.
. For 1~ unforgettable weeks, you'lllive
1n beautiful Kensington in central London
You'll begin with full-time study at fully ·
accredited Richmond College. Then
you'll build valuable job skills and g~in
Inte.rnatio~al experience working in such
des_1~able fields as business, advertising,
pohtlcs, law and journalism.
,
For more information about a semester
tha~ could launch your career, fill out and
mad the coupon below.

.........,.._

American Institute For Foreign Stud
102 Greenwich Ave.,Greenwich CTb6830
1-800-727 -AIFS
'

LJ Domingo, 5
Anniversary of The Constitution
Mexico
'
LJMartes, 7
Independence Day, Grenada
Carnival Tuesday

Foreign policy needs re-evaluation

YES,. I'm. interested in launching my career in London
.
part In Richmond College's lnternationallnternsh'1p program.
by taking
Name:

=====----------------------------City: - - - -- - - State: _ _ _ _ ZIP: - - - - - - - -

Addres~s~:

Phone:=====---

---:---
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verything counts in job search
The hardest part about any job
is getting started. In order to
your best foot forward, it is
to approach prospective
and interviewing sitnations
a positive mental attitude.
There is no room in the job
for a self-defeating attitude
negative outlook. This attitude
only to reduce your competiedge. According to Howard
Ph.D. in The Complete JobHandbook, "Self-defeating
whether they are true or not,
true when the job seeker
them."
As you enter the job search,
by giving yourself a pep talk
assess your personal strengths
weaimesses. By identifying your
AtMmes;ses you can learn to com-.......~saw for those traits with your
.......,.a..;,,;v,. abilities and therefore disyourself in a more confident

your self-esteem. A void self putdowns. What you believe is an
obvious weakness in your character
or abilities may actually be presented
to others in a balanced manner when
seen with your positive aspects.
Confidence and subsequent

According to James Briggs in

Berkeley Guide to Employment
College Graduates, a good
to start working on your posiself-image is to mentally raise
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It isn't too early to plan for a
summer job. Here is your golden
opportunity to see another part of
the country, gain valuable experience and get paid for it!
The Career Planning and
Placement Center has information and applications for a number of summer camp staff positions such as:
Yellowstone National Park Wyoming
Camp Catskill - New York
Camp Fire Council - Northem California
Max Strauss Camp - Southem California
YMCA of the Rockies- Colorado
Come in and explore the
possibilities of a new adventure
this summer. ContactJo Wagner,
S tudentPlacement Coordinator at
946-2362.

'

assertiveness are important traits to
present during interviews. You are
your own salesperson, and if you
~on·~ ~l~eve in your own capabilitles, 1t 1s Impossible for you to convince others that you are the best
person for the job.
Finally. even after the first interview, don't disqualify yourself
from the job race because you think
you haven't had enough experience,
or taken the right courses. Keep

trying and believe in your abilities.
Jack Falvey suggests in his After
College handbook, "You should
always regard yourself as both selfemployed [in the job search] and as
a marketable service." Your attitude can affect even the way you
view job openings. So, maintain a
positive outlook, it is the best way to
begin your search for employment.

Attention secret poets
Student. ..do you find yourself
penning little rhymes or poems as
you do your homework? Have you
occasionally tried your hand at expressing your feelings with a pen
and in stanza or free verse form? If
so, then the upcoming poetry competitions of 1989 may be just the
vehicle for you to show off your
budding talents.
This spring, students are urged
to submit poetry to a variety of associations for publication and cash
awards.
The Second Annual Coastal
Classic Poetry Contest is offering
$1,000 in cash prizes to new poets
and professionals who enter this
distinguished competition. Besides
the prestigious $500 grand prize,
there is a $250 first prize, a $100
second prize and three third prizes of
$50 each. All poems will be considered for publication in the 1989

American Anthology of Contemporary Poetry. Winners will be noti-

"•

fied by May 1, 1989.
Every poet who enters this contest will receive a free subscription
to Poetics, the dynamic newsletter
of Great Lakes Poetry Press, which
profiles contemporary poets, reports
on the latest developments in American poetry, and provides special
contest announcements and updates.
Each poet may enter one (and
only one) poem, 20 lines or less, on
any subject, written in any style.
Poem and poet's name and address
must be typed or printed on one side
of a sheet of typing paper. The poet
should keep a copy, since the entry
can't be returned. There is no entry
fee for this contest.

... well, I guess he's not here either. Okay, I'll
just give the 'of wheel another spin and draw
out another name. Alright, this time we have,
. . . Bung Boogami. Bung Boogami. Is there a
Bung Boogami here.

Lakes Poetry Press, P.O. Box 56703,
Harwood Heights, IL 60656.
Students can also enter a new
poetry contest with $11,000 in prizes.
The grand prize is $1,000 and the
first prize $500. In all, 152 poets will
win awards and national publication. The contest, sponsored by the
American Poetry Association, is open
to the public and entry is free.
"Students are often winners in
our contests, and we would like to
see more students' poetry," said
Robert Nelson, publisher for the
Association. "We want to find undiscovered poets and give them the
recognition they deserve. This year
our winners will be published and
publicized to the ubnost of our power."
Poets may enter the contest by
sending up to six poems, each no
more than 20 lines, name and address on each page, to American
Poetry Association, Dept. CT-22,
250 A Potrero Street, P.O. Box 1803,
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803. The
contest remains open until June 30,
to allow students ample time to enter
during spring or summer break. Poets
who enter early will be invited to
another contest with another $1,000
grand prize.
Each poem is also considered
for publication in the American Poetry
Anthology, a leading collection of
contemporary verse.

U.S. turning over a new
)M(Bush

----------~----~
Don Sherman

care for George Bush" column? I
can assure you that it's all in fun .
Staff Writer
I'm a "card carrying" Republican
myself. Of course, I'll deny this
The "Bush men" have depublically, this .isjust between you
scended upon Washington, D.C.,
and me, isn't it?
and of course, I'm not talking about
Personally. I see a bright future
the Aborigines. I'm speaking about
ahead for President Bush. It's not
our new President's entourage -like it's hard to come out shining
James Baker, John Tower, and
when your standing next to J.
various others to be indicted.. .!
Danforth "But I meant to go"
mean named, yeah. that's the ticket
Quayle.
This man's academic
It was just a few short weeks ago
record
gives
hope to countless
that we, as a nation, installed a
students
everywhere.
Now, when
new President and Vice President.
their
parents
ask,
"What
kind of a
I'm sure many of you watched
job
do
you
expect
to
get
with
that
with pride (I'm laughing knowGPA
?,"you
get
the
point.
ingly) as the outgoing President, a
A friend of mine told me that
former actor and Governor (same
Dan Quayle reminded her of Boothing), gave a nifty ol' salute to his
Boo, on the "Yogi Bear" show. I
replacement, a former Vice Presitold her, "Hey, I knew Boo-Boo.
dent and second banana (you got
Boo-Boo was a friend of mine.
it, same thing).
He's no Boo-Boo."Then I thought
Good ol' George, you could
again. I was wrong, he is Booalways count on him to be there
Boo. He's just a BIG Boo-Boo.
for Ronnie. If it were raining,
Which brings me to the job that
George would've held the umQuayle has inherited, that of Bush's
brella. He's just that kind of a
"What do you think Booshadow.
swell guy. I've always felt that if
Boo's doing behind that Bush?,",
George Banana, er, I mean Bush,
people will ask. And I, of course,
was in with a big bunch of people,
cannot print what I am thinking.
even a six foot, seven foot, eight
The "Reagan Revolution" came
foot bunch, he'd still be picked
to an end, as did "Reaganomics,"
with pride to be number two.
the "Reagan Right" and referring
I was watching a news program
to the President as Ronald
the other day, on George Bush's
"Raygun."
Somehow, "Bushonachievements as a V.P. (Vacant
omics"
doesn't
work. The "Bush
Position). They had footage of Bush
Right"
sounds
like
directions to a
following President Reagan out of
campfrre,
and
the
"Bush
Revoluthe White House with Premier
sounds
obscene.
What
will
tion"
Gorbachev, footage of Bush foldo
for
fun
now?
we
lowing Reagan out of a summit
On the positive side, President
meeting, of Bush following ReBush
does seem to be a sincere,
agan out of a Cabinet meeting.
caring kind of person. He probaThen I knew why the Reagans
bly won' t need half as much sleep
kept sending their "Official White
as Ronald Reagan did. Maybe he'U
House Dog" back to California;
be the best President this country
he was in direct competition with
has ever had. Maybe he'll change
George.
the foc.e of the globe! Maybe George
"Read my lips," he says. I would
Herbert Walker Bush will be the
if he had some (ba-dum-bum). But
man of the century! Just, maybe.
seriously folks, is this beginning
to sound like an "I don't really

Contest ends February 15,
1989.
Entries should be mailed to:
Coastal Classic Poetry Contest, Great

u outbreak can stifle wintertime fun
Editor

The winter months call to mind
visions of snow, skiing, laughter,
fun, sniffling, coughing. Wait Sniffling? Coughing? That's right, the
most common outbreaks of the flu
~ur during the current season -Yfinter. According to nurse Mary
Dullard at the Cowell Health Center,
the flu is making its rounds among
the UOP community. "We're seeing mostly respiratory flu," she said.
The most effective way to treat
lhe flu is to first understand what it is
llld how it is spread. "Flu" is an
abbreviation for a respiratory disease known as influenza and is caused
by a fast-spreading virus. The severity of the flu depends upon the type
or virus and the individual. An
Unportant item to remember is that
the flu is highly contagious, thus it is
not unusual to see a large portion of
a community, such as a university

830

m.

campus, catch it
Since the virus is highly contagious, the flu can be spread by either
direct or indirect contact. Direct
contact occurs when an infected
individual coughs or sneezes in the
proximity of others, thereby transferring the virus through the air.
Indirect contact can occur even
through an appliance such as a telephone which has been used by an
infected individual. For these reasons, because students are in close
and frequent contact with others,
they are particularly susceptible to
the virus. Dorm residents (as well as
fraternity and sorority members)
should be especially careful during
the flu season because of the close
contact with others who may have
been infected by the virus.
Although the flu is commmon,
it has the potential to bring upon a
serious infection. The handbook
suggests that as a precaution, a person ought to "avoid crowds and

unnecessary contact." For students
in classes and other activities, these
suggestions seem virtually impossible. A better idea is to try to avoid
contact with the flu virus as much as
possible, practice good hygiene (wash
hands, avoid touching nose and
mouth), keep up your resistence by
eating a balanced diet and gettirig
enough sleep.
Despite all your efforts, you may
still come down with the virus.
Symptoms include the chills, a fever
(between 102-103 degrees), headaches, aching muscles, a dry cough,
congestion, running nose, sore throat,
and general fatigue. Bullard said,
"Essentially the virus has to work
itself out of the body's system," she
warned, "Care should be taken in
monitoring symptoms because
complications can occur."
If a student isn't careful, pneumonia can develop from a respiratory infection. A high fever should

(see FLU, page 12)

Fast, Free

The
Contest:
Domino's Pizza
will award, free, up
to 50 large pizzas
and $50.00 cash for
liquid refreshments
to the group purchasing the most
pizzas during
Episode Ill, 2/3/89-2/
26/89.
Winners will be
announced in the 3/2
Issue of The Pacifican. Points will be
determined on a percentage basis (i.e.number of pizzas
divided by the total
number of residents
in each dorm).

Delivery~
1. Carry-out orders and
all deliveries made
from your area's
Domino's Pizza store
will be counted if we
are given your group's
name and address.
2. Any pizza over $10.00
will be counted twice.

3. The winning group's
name will be published
in the local newspaper.
4. The location and time
of the party will be
convenient to both the
winners and Domino's
Pizza,_

5. The 50 pizzas will be
two-item pizzas. The
winner will have the
choice of items The
pizzas do qot have to
be the same.

Phdne: 952-3030
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
C1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc

The Pacifican
February 2, 1989

entertainment
On the town

Radio refuses alternative musi

CONCERTS
Mike Randolph
Amy Grant will be appeari_ng at Arco Arena in Sacramento on Tuesday,
Feb. 28 at 7:30p.m. Tickets are $18.50 reserved.
The HotHouse Flowers will be performing at the Fillmore in San
Francisco. The show will be on Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$15 .50 and $17.
The Neville Brothers will be appearing on Thursday, Feb. 16 at the
Fillmore in San Francisco. Tickets are $18 and $19 and the show begins
at8p.m.
The Grateful Dead will be in concert at the Henry J. Kaiser Convention
Center on Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday, Feb. 5,6, and 7. Tickets are
$22.50 in advance and the shows begin at 8 p.m.
Cheap Trick will be performing on Wednesday Mar. 1, at 8 p.m. The
concert will be at the Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center in San
Francisco and tickets are $18.50 in advance.
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Friday, Feb. 3
Rex: Cooper, piano
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Saturday, Feb. 4
Elizabeth Mannion, mezzo-soprano, guest artist
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Sunday,Feb.5
Elizabeth Mannion Master Class
Recital Hall

Staff Writer

Have you ever felt like smashing your radio with a sledgehammer?
Have you ever screamed
"ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!" after your
favorite station played that same old
drivel by Tiffany or Bon Jovi for the
umpteenth time in the last hour?

COMMENTARY
Have you ever just collapsed
crying and said, "I've had it! I'm
going to become a radio celibate."?
I have.
Once upon a time, back in my
pre-adolescent days of American Top
40 with Casey Kasem, I loved listening to the radio. I couldn't get enough
of "Copacabana," "Shadow Dancing," a "Another One Bites the Dust"
I didn't demand much from radio-just a groovy disco beat to go with a
funky melody.
Then, a funny thing happened.
My tastes began to change and I
discovered the "harder" sounds of
bands like REO Speedwagon, Styx,
and Journey. I thought my horizons
were greatly expanding, although I

was still attached to my favorite Top
40 station.
In time, and quite by accident, I
was introduced to the new, strange
sounds of early U2, REM, and X.
My Top 40 ears were stunned. They
didn't know what to do with this
music. By my standards, it was totally different from anything I'd ever
heard.
The more I listened to these
bands, the more I got hooked. Their
new, vibrant and non-commercial
sound offered much more than the
Culture Club or Rick Springfield.
Today my tastes run from Springfield to the Smiths to Sonic Youth.
The problem is that a lot of the rock
music I like is hard to find on commercial radio, so I've all but given
up on it.
However, recent years have
brought commercial success and
airplay to the once alternative acts
like U2, REM, the Talking Heads,
the Pretenders, and the Cure. This is
an encouraging sign. But their success is still the exception to the rule
in the radio world that would rather
reward the supposed talent of acts
like Rick Astley or Sammantha Fox.
Why?
It all comes back to the fabled
American Dream -- making big bucks.

For all their artistic pretensions, th.e
radio and music industries are pnmarily businesses, and making money
is their top goal.
Radio stations are formatted to
attract enough listeners to set high
ad rates and thus make money· They
rely on music that appeals to the
masses -- imitations of the same old
stuff recycled over and over agai~. If
it has a different sounds, the typtcal
listener has been conditioned to
change stations and find music that's
more familiar and more secure.
Thus, new and progressive acts
have a tough time cracking commercial radio. This applies to anything
that is categorized outside the mainstream -- punk, speed metal, folk,
etc.
The typical station would rather
play something safe like Madonna
or a twenty-year old Led Zeppelin
track before they risk trying a new
band like the Sugarcubes.
Of course, if you search long
and hard enough you'll find a few
stations -- usually college ones -that play alternative music. But most
people don't search, they lock in
KWIN or KZAP and feed the conservative, money-making monster
that is spreading formatted homogenization over American commer-

cial radio.
Progressive music is better
music on commercial radio.
commercial music is good and
nat, some progressive music is
and unoriginal. However, the
age listener is never given a
to hear and discover progressive
because it doesn't fit the
confines of commercial radio.
if you don't have access to it,
can't form an opinion about it
So we have an audience
when asked, "Have you heam
new one from the Pixies vl-IMirhShocked?" answers, "Who?
You're listening to that
again?"
I suppose in the whole
of things that's not really a
although it may be a further
tom of the blurring of America
a dulling cultural monotony.
One thing is clear, much
today's progressive rock will
lasting impact. While vcsrP.rn•..-·
alternative rock, like the Sex
and the Clash, continues to
ence today' s most innovative
yesterday' s radio favorites, like
and the Bee Gees, have gone the
of eight-track tapes. There's a
sage in that somewhere.
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McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
Tonight at the McCaffrey Center Theatre, "Star Wars" will be showing
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. It will also be playing on Saturday at 7 p.m. This
weekend, "Die Hard" will be showing Friday at 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Saturday at 9:30p.m., and Sunday at 2,7, and 9:30p.m.
·
McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY
The Gallery will be featuring works by French illustrator Moebius
through Feb. 4. His art has been featured in such magazines as "Heavy
Metal" and appeared in books and comics. Moebius will be present on
Saturday, Feb. 4 to sign autographs and give a demonstration from 5-7
p.m. For more information, call 946-2172
ALVIN ALLEY AMERICAN DANCE THEATER IN
SACRAMENTO PREMIERE
The eminent Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater will perform for
the first time in Sacramento on Tuesday, February 14 and Wednesday,
February 15, 1989 at 8 PM in the Sacramento Community Theater. On
February 14, they will perform "Night Creature,""Sweet Otis" and
"Revelations," and on February 15 they will perform "Devining,""Tell
It Like It Is,""Shards" and "Stackup."
Resevered seat tickets for the company's February 14 and 15
performances ar $25.00, $18.00 and $12.50 for the general public, and
$18.00, $12.50 and $5.00 for students with valid ID's and children.
Tickets may be purchased at the UC Davis Campus Box Office, Freeborn
Hall, or may be charged by phone at (916) 752-1915, TDD#:(916) 7527117. Tickets are also availavble at the Sacramento Community Center
Box Office, 14th and L Streets, (916) 442-7827, and at all BASS/
TICKETMASTER centers, or by phone at (916) 923-2277. For more
information call UC Davis Arts & Lectnres at (916) 752-2523, TDD#:7527251
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
CONCORD, CA -- The deadline for the receipt of applications for
part-time employment this summer at the Concord Pavilion is Tuesday,
February 28. All applications must be received by 5 p.m. at the Concord
Pavilion, 2000 Kirker Pass Road, 2885 Concord Boulevard, or 2151 - F
Salvio Street (Salvio Pacheco Square) in downtown Concord, or the
Concord Youth Council Employment Office at 1957 Pardside Drive.
The Concord Pavilion is accepting job applications for the 1989 May
through October Concord Pavilion summer season. Openings exist for
Security Agents, Ticket Sellers, Ushers, Parking Attendants, Maintenance Personnel, Concession Workers and more.
The nationally-renowned Concord Pavilion has played host to Bette
Midler, Sting, Kool & The Gang, Alabama, Debbie Gibson, The Vienna
Philharmonic and many more big-name stars from the world of entertainment.
Pavilion job applications are abailable at the Concord Pavilion, the
Concord Department of Leisure Services, the Concord Personnel Department, 1957 Parkside Drive across from the Farrel A. Stewart Civic
Center, and the Concord Box Office. You may also receive an application by mail by sending your request with a stamped, self-addressed
legal-size envelope to: Summer Employment, Concord Pavilion, P.O.
Box 6166, Concord, CA 94524-1166. The deadline is February 28.

Thxedo Rentals
and Sales
for all occasions·
• Large selection of cummerbunds ~
ties including metallics ira a wide varie
of colors.
'

"Beaches" is a
must-sea movie
the scene so much you become the
characters. This is definitely a high
Staff Writer
quality production.
Do you like comedy, action and
The charm of "Beaches" lies
supcnse? Well, "Beaches" might be
largely in its comedy and unpredictability of the two zany characthe movie you've been waiting to
see. "Beaches," staring Bette Midler
ters. The relationship between the
and Barbara Hershey, portrays the
c haracters will make you want to
life of two com- _ _ _ _ _ _......_ _ _ _ _ _ laugh and cry at

Madclyne Holtzman

pletely opposite What: "Beaches"
women-- a poor,
talented, egocen- Where: Festival ~4) 6436 Pacific
tric and crazy
Ave, Stockton
singer, Ceclia
Bloom (Midler), When: 12:00; 2:30; 5; 7:30; 10

* * **

the saltle time. This
movie iswithouta
dull
moment.
There is action in
every scene -- from
thebackstreetsof

from Brooklyn, Rating •
(out of four) Brooklyn, with the
and a spoiled - - - - - - - - - - - - - lights and action
of New York city night clubs to the
daughter of a millionaire, Whitney
Essex (Hershey), from San Fransunny California coast.
Midler, ordinarily known for her
cisco. These two women become
best friends at a young age, while
crazy humor, is more than just a
comedienne in this thriller. Midler is
trying out for a part in a play in
Atlantic City. They lead two comanythingbutshallow.Sheishumorous, intriguing, self-centered, yet very
pletely different life styles, but are
drawn together again after approxicompassionate. The relationship
between the two women makes a
mately 20 years because of their
crazy and emotionally unstable attirealistic story line. Both from differtude toward one another.
ent backgrounds, they are faced with
This thriller will have you gripmany dilemmas in their careers and
ping the edge of your seat. These
marriages. Through all the chaos
two talented actresses bring you into
(see BEACHES, page 12)

WIGS •

~MSKS

• HATS

LEOTARDS • TIGHTS • DANCE SHOES
ACCESSORIES • MAKE·UP

Year-Round Costume Rentals
ON THEMIRACLE MILE
2222 Poc iflc Ave.

Stockton. CA %204
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Grads exhibit art
Elise Keeley
Staff Writer

Two graduates of UOP, who also live in Stockton, have brought&
collaborative exhibit of ceramic sculpture and modern painting to ~
Reynolds Gallery.
Carla Malone's primitive and somewhat surreal sculptures provide
an interesting contrast to the modern pop-art fantasy paintings and IL......-~-=:-:~
drawings of Chisato Watanobe.
Each of Malone's unique sculptures take the form of primitive yet 11..~:.-----
ethereal objects. They contain both elements ofearth and reality as, well
as the imagination. Some of Malone's sculptures are familiar objects
which she abstracts or removes from their original element. P<r
example, "Malice Chalice," resembles a chalice, "but is covered witb
thorn-like projections and is unusable. Her two "jugs" would be nn,lhl~·••'llkY<t
to hold water. Many of Malone's sculptures have male or female
characteristics, some appear phallic while others are more rounded mlfttk'j~taplliiSeto the ne female.
of PropoW atanobe' s acrylic paintings are fantasy-like and bordering on popNCAA convcntio
art, while at the same time, like Malone's ceramics, are very simple and
almost primitive. All of Watanabe's works are very brightly colored,
large-scale and untitled. The high inte nsity colors o ffer an effective
contrast to the earth-toned, subdued color of the ceramics. Some organic
forms are portrayed in Watanabe's paintings, but for the most part they
are bits and pieces of a surreal fantasy. She keeps the works simple and
has several dra wings which consist of black, red, and white child-like
sketches and primitive scrawls.
Together, both women create an interesting exhibit and a wonderful
example ofwomen's creativity in the arts. The artists' work both conteSt
(see GRADS, page 12)

See an artist at work with you as the
subject! Have a masterpiece you can
admire and laugh at! Caricatures
Unlimited is coming on campus
Thursday, Feb. 9 at the Pacific Hour:
McCaffrey Center Patio 11 a.m - 12 p.m.
Callison Dining Hall 4:45-5:45 p.m.
Grace Covell Dining Hall 6:00-7:00 p.m.

Watch the Candidates Forum while
having a FREE caricature taken.
Sponsored by your UPBEAT Fine Arts.

SENIORS
PHOTO
NOT
AVAILABLE

Don't let this box
replace Y-Our
senior portrait
in UOP's
1989 Yearbook!

$5.00 OFF FOR

UOPSTUDENTS
Free tuxedo for groom
(for wedding party of 5 or more)

1774 W. Hammer Ln.
(Park Woods Center)

4n-2442

Call Flashbacks at 948-2748 to set up your
senior portrait appointment. If you come into the
studio Wf! will photograph you in three outfits, including cap and gown, for only $19.89 and give you
15 to 20 poses to choose from. If you just want your
yearbook picture taken, there is no charge.

AA7A fOO~AI
r~ CUNNCTI()N
\
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Men's hoops drop two heartbreakers
Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Writer

s Basketball hosts Cal State Fullerton

7:30p.m.

The Pacific men's basketball team
threw a scare into both the UC Santa
Barbara and UC Irvine basketball
teams, but couldn't escape with a
win in either contest. UOP gave the
G~uchos of Santa Barbara, who have
fl1.rted with a top 20 ranking so far
t~1~ season, the biggest surprise, by
glVlng them all they could handle
before bowing out in overtime 7
64.
'

o.

at Chico State
Tennis hosts Hayward State

2 :00p.m.
2:00p.m.

hosts Chico State (doubleheader)
.Basketball hosts Fresno State
Tennis hosts Cal Poly-SLO

Noon
5:00p.m.
11:00 a.m.

•• ltll... - · · -

2:30p.m.

's Tennis at Sacramento State
Tennis hosts Sacramento State

•

It art
Stockton , have
1d modem painting 10

urreal sculptures
rt fantasy paintings

2:00p.m.
2:00p.m.

urals Department is now taking entries for their annual Schick
3-on-3 Basketball Tournament. Entries are open to both men
and must be received by February 8th. The cl:tampionship
be held during the half-time of the UOP men's basketball game.
interested can sign up in the Intramurals Office or call946-2716.
By

Jock---Shop

Tom Gregory
Sports Editor

clear enough, many people around
the nation have successfully made
Proposition 42 a controversial issue.
One of the strongest advocates against
nhiot•IW'-· Luther King [Jr.] wanted
equality for everyone, not
the propostion is Temple basketball
select few who have the
coach John Chaney. In arecent Sports
........-en·ability of athletics." These
Illustrated article, Chaney claimed
fem11•1ae words of UOP President
that the NCAA is trying to keep
. .thll\vin response to the negablacks out of college.Chaney asked,
te the passing of Propo"Could it be that the NCAA voted
at the NCAA convention
for the measure to make it almost
- - - - - - - - - - - - impossible for
"Now we simply will see some black athletes
.
to get into colthose students workmg
lege?" More than
harder to qualifylikely, this isn't the
and that's the intent"
case. Interestingly,
-------~-~-- and without real•.,n~,tlt.rlll lflllain a total 2.0 grade point
izing it, Chaney also said some words
Mnl••~~"m high school and receive a
that actually support Proposition 42,
"One thing the NCAA could do is
score of 700 on the SchoApcitude Test or a 15 on the
work with high schools to ensure
L-------1-1 College Test in order to that athletes receive proper guid~------:-1l~ an athletic scholarship for
ance in their studies." This is exactly
~..,••uuauyearofcollege. With
what the NCAA hopes to move
aS
lfll•~u. the NCAA hopes to towards with the implementation of
athletes work hard in
Proposition42.Highschoolstudentto prepare themselves
athletes would have to upgrade their
University of Missisacademic goals in order to fulfill
S
Athletic Director Warner
their athletic goals.
0
pU
"Now we simply will
Perhaps the best known opponent
students working harderto
of Propostion 42 is Georgetown
-and that's the intent."
basketball coach John Thompson.
theNCAA'smotiveseems
(see JOCK, page 12)

you

the ...

Ce yoU can

CaricatureS
n cam
acific I-Iour:
2
11 a.m - 1

The Tiger attack was led by forwards Daryl Wolfe and Ron Tabron
who each grabbed eight rebound~
and scored 16 and 13 points, respectively. "We played our smartest game
of the year, especially in the second
half," said Coach Bob Thomason.
"We should have won by six points
but we missed crucial free throws
down the stretch."
UOP converted on just 10 of 21
shots from the charity stripe for the
game, shooting an anemic seven for
17 in the second half. "We let a good
team effort slip away because we did
not make the most of our opportunities," said guard Dell Demps.
The Tigers trailed at halftime, 2621. The Gauchos expanded their
lead to nine points with 12 minutes
to go in the game, but over the next
six minutes, UOP forged a comeback and tied it up with 5:48 to go on

two Don Lyttle free throws.
U?P then grabbed the lead temporanly,S0-49, whenChrisFoxscored
on a breakaway. Santa Barbara answered right back and then held the
lead until the finall8 seconds, when
Reggie Ricks tied and sent the game
to overtime with a shot from the top
of the key.
The Gauchos, however, owned the
overtime period,as they pulled away
from.the Tigers behind the shooting
of M1ke Doyle, who scored six of his
19 points during the period.
The story from Irvine was a similar
one as Pacific suffered another heartbreaking loss, 90-88. Anteater center ~ike D~ctorczyk played a big
role m the Ttgers' defeat. He was a
perfect 12 for 12 from the floor, with
four of those shots coming from threepoint range. He ended up with 28
points and 14 rebounds.
Thecontestcouldrcallybe summed
up as two separate g\lmcs in one,
with Irvine having the upper hand in
the first half and Pacific controlling
the second.
Irvine shot an incredible 71 percent
from the field in the first half, enabling them to build a 16-point lead
during the period and to go into the
locker room ahead by twelve. Demps
kept the first half from becoming a
disaster for the Tigers by hitting
three important three-pointers.
Don Lyttle and Ron Tabron, who

puts up an inside shot as a Fullerton defender
had 23 and 17 points for the game,
respectively, fueled the Tiger comeback in the second half. Tabron tied
the game at 72 off a layup with 7:14
to go. UOP then took the lead, 7473, on a five-foot shot by Lyttle, but

Long Beach steals
Logan's show
Ruth Kennedy
Staff Writer

Dr. J made house calls.
Channoo •Log~n just calls longdistance -- coll~t. that is.
Long Beach State's women's baskctball team's AT&T bill must have
been outrageous last Thursday night
as UOP's Charmon Logan connected
on a few long distance collect calls
from three-point range.
Logan had a career night, scoring a
personal-best of 25 points and hitting on seven of her 11 attempts
from three-point range in the Lady
Tiger87-65losstonationallyranked
Long Beach State.
The 45-32 half-time score did not
reflect how close the first half really
was. With five minutes left to play
in the first half, the Lady Tigers
came within one point of ninth ranked
Long Beach State on Lena Peterson's two free throws. But when
UOP substituted and Long Beach
brought back its starting guards, Traci
Waites and All-American Penny
Toler, the Lady Tigers were unable
to withstand the full court man-to·
man pressure and keep up with the
numerous fast breaks.
In the second half, the Lady Tigers

it would be the last time they would
hold the lead. "We lost the game
because we suffered mental lapses
at the end," said guard Dan Embick.
The Tigers will play at home this
Saturday evening, hosting Fresno
State at 5:00p.m.

Baseball takes field
experience and their hitting power,"
said second baseman Kevin Burke.
"However, losing them is not going
to kill us because other players have
done a good job of filling the void
they left."
Pacific will live and die with
their pitching this season. "We are
not going to score a lot of runs or
have a lot of big innings, so our
pitchers will have to get the job
done," said Snider. The Tigers have
13 pitchers on their roster this season, a definite improvement in depth
over last season. "Last year, ·we had
to stay with our pitchers longer than
we wanted to. This year, we have the
(see BALL, page 12)

Derrick Kau
Sen ior Staff Writer

kept their level of play even with the
first half as they began to work the
ball inside to junior center Julie
Szukalski. But the Lady Tigers turned
the ball over 24 times and were
heavily out-rebounded. Waites and
Toler scored 19 and 24 points, respectively, and hassled UOP's guards
throughout game.
The loss brings the Lady Tigers'
Big West conference record to 2-5
(4-12 overall). The Lady Tigers' next
contest is tonight against Cal State
Fullerton at 7:30 in the Spanos Center.

Hopes are high as the UOP
baseball team is about to begin a
new season. The Tigers will be looking to improve on last year's strong
fourth-place conference finish. "Our
~oals this _year will be, obviously, to
win th Big West, and then to win at
least3 games, to draw community
interest, and to have some players
drafted into the major leagues. Last
year we had four players drafted,"
said Head Coach Keith Snider.
"They (the four players drafted)
could have really helped us this
season. We are going to miss their
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BEACHES FLU

(continued from page 11)

(continued from page 10)

(continued from page 8)

and jealousy toward one another,
they end up sharing a very personal
and sad ending to their relationship.
Overall, even though this is a
long movie, it's definitely one you
can't miss! The acting is good. No,
it's great! So bring your best friend
and see "Beaches."

be watched closely and carefully. If
the body temperature is not brought
back down to normal, there is a
danger of brain damage. Students
and adults should see a doctor if
symptoms persist or worsen.
Suggestions for home treatment
from Bullard include Tylenol for
fever, aches, and pains, and lots of
rest and fluids. The advice nurse at
Kaiser Permanente of Stockton also
suggested these methods of treating
the flu, as well as taking lozenges for
a sore throat and cough, and taking
over-the-counter decongestants.
The best advice is rest and care,
and, of course, see a doctor if the
symptoms are severe. The Cowell
Student Health Center is open 24
hours a day and is "a quiet place for
students to go and rest," said Batlards. If you feel that the flu bug has
bitten you, call and speak with a
nurse to schedule an appointment at
946-2315.

BALL
(continuedfrompage 10)
luxury of going to the bullpen because we now have the long relievers," Snider added.
On the offensive side, The Tigers will manufacture their runs with
aggressive base running and a hit
and run style of baseball much like
the St. Louis Cardinals.
UOP will play a schedule that
includes eight teams that were invited to last year's NCAA tournament. These teams include two-time
defending national champion Stanford, currently ranked No. 1, as well
as highly regarded California, San
Diego Suue and Santa Clara.
The Tigers will be vying for the
Big West title against defending
champion Fresno State, currently
ranked No. 4 in the nation, seventh
ranked Fullerton State, and last year's
conferencerunner-up, UNLV.Long
Beach State should also be a factor
this season after bringing in one of
the nation's fmest recruiting classes.
After a successful winter league
season, including victories against
the likes of St. Mary's and Fresno
State on the road, the Tigers go into
this season hungry and ready to win.
"We are tired of being looked at as
part of the bottom of the conference
and we will be out to prove that
wrong this year," said freshman
outfielder John Berens.
The Tigers begin their season
with a game this Friday at Chico
State and then return home on S atur-

KIDS

(continued from the front page)
to broaden the scope of and add
strength to the program. The University Council for Exceptional
Children has already made a $100
contribution to be added to the current allocated funds for the scholarships.

GRADS
(continued from page 10)
and complement each other with a
moixture of earth versus fantasy and
primitive versus modem. The Carla
Malone and Chisato Watanabe ex~
hibit will be at the Reynolds Gallery,
located in the Art Center (Quonset
6), now through Feb.9. Exhibit hours
are Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
Sunday, 2 p.m.- 5 p.m.

Recently Thompson left the basketball court just before the start of
Georgetown's game against Boston
College to make it clear how strongly
he opposes the proposition. Thompson, however, does not think that the
problem is entirely racial, claiming
that "it's not solely a black-andwhite issue. I'm making a statement
for low income athletes."
Although it's true that it would
be hard for an athlete coming from a
low income family to make it to
college without a scholarship, let's
not forget how many non-athletes
have the same problem. Doesn't just
about every non-athlete at UOP have
a student loan or a grant of some
kind? Besides, athletes that fall under
Propostion 42 would be rewarded
with an athletic scholarship upon
successful completion of their freshman year.
Another argument against Proposition 42 is that many athletes with
Division I potential would be forced
to play at smaller colleges or even
junior colleges. To this argument I
answer with a basic question, "What
is so terrible about placing people
into colleges based on their academic abilities rather than their athletic talent?" After all, if a person
couldn't hack the academic standards of one university, it would be
better for everyone if that person
went to a college that holds lower
academic standards.
I'd like to bring up a quote by
UCLA's Athletic Director Peter Dalis:
"Sure I'd love to have a team full of
kids who get a 4.0 and don't need
study halls and whose eligibility I
don't have to ever worry about. But
itdoesn'thappen that way, and I just
don't think you can take those kids
and throw them away." No, you can't
just throw them away, but neither
should you hand them a full-ride
scholarship to an academic institution, and I stress the word academic.
Proposition 42 isn't a matter of
racism or low-income, it's a matter
ofeducating America, and I applaud
the NCAA for its effort to move in
this direction.
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FOR SALE
For Sale: Top of the line cassette
deck from '88 Mustang GT.
Auto reverse, separate bass and
treble, fader, Dolby, 45 watts.
Includes 3 pair matched speakers. $150 Greg 476-9854.
For Sale: Weber 32/36
Downdraft Performance Carburetor. Bolts directly to '73-'76
BMW 2002 manifold. More
smooth power, better gas
mileage. $100 Greg 476-9854.
Speakers
150 watt, oak cabinets, liquid
cooled, brand new -- still boxed.
$350 call 942-2623.
2 Rims- 14" w/mounted used
tires (185170) $25 apiece. Call
942-2623.

2 men's sportscoats. Excellent
condition- size 40L One navy,
one grey. Both by Vaugh.
Original price $200 for pair.
Only $50 or best offer for both.
Call 957-2928, leave message.
Airline Ticket for sale. New
York to San Francisco May 25$160 (lowest fares now are
$358). Call944-7409.
HELP WANTED
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government jobs - your area. Many
immediate openings without
waiting lists or test. $17, 840 $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R7481.
ATTENTION- GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (Urepair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossession. Call1-602-8388885 Ext. GH 7481.

d

PERSONALS
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885
Ext. A7481.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS
Now hiring men and women.
Summer and career opportunities. Excellent pay plus world
travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, Etc.
CALL NOW! (206) 736-7000
ext. 201C.
Pacific Sports Medicine Center
is looking for part time Receptionist/office person approximately 20 hrs. per week. For
information please contact Lynn
Fall at 946-2588. (Work study
student'> welcome).

GOTTS CHALKS, INC.

LLL at Tri DeltaY'all is the sweetest .,vuutcnlo.l
silverist sis a pledge could
ever hoped for. Love always
best of luck with a certain
trailian. Don't do anything
violent like Marie.
Love, Chrissy
p.s. flakoids reign!
Dear MichelleYou're an incredible Italian
belle with the Big Sis
Peaceful peach and ver
where it's at. Love ya!
Love, lil' sis
p.s. Blue is calm
Ellen, Katie & Shawna
Uh ool yr wyrdl
MISCELLANEOUS
Bellydancing by Meei-Shia. ......,.........your loved one or favorite
teacher, anywhere, anytime.
Great fun for all.
·

YOUR OPPORTUNITY IN
RETAIL!
California's largest independent department store will be
interviewing Thursday, February
16, 1989 for our executive
training program. Opportunities
in: buying, personnel, operations, management, MIS, and
financial control.
Presession/orientation on
February 15, 4-5:00 p.m.
Contact Career Placement
Office for location of orientation. Gottschalks strongly
recommends all interested
candidates attend the orientation.

Phi Mu Alpha DanceAll students welcome.
Feb. 3 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Music
$2.50 at door refreshments.
Ski Diving Anyone?
Looking for people intcJrestcd.i,1;gJ
learning this spring.
Call 944 -7409.
Artists needed!
Calliope is searching for
B&W sketches and photos
publication in The 1989
Magazine. Short-stories,
plays, poetry also accepted.
Entry forms availiable at
ASUOP. Deadline: 5:00
28.

ALL HEWLETT-PACKARD
AND SHARP CALCULATOR
15 °/o OFF
.- .
AVAILABLE STOCKANDSELECTED
SHARP MODELS.

FS~ HEWLETT
PACKARD

a:1!..t

MUST USE COUPON TO RECEIVE DISCOUNT
COUPON

SHARP
CALCULATOR SALE

rted models:
• EL 506 SLR
• EL 512 II
• EL 733
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